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Abstract

A MOMENTARY STAY AGAINST CONFUSION:
ROBERT FROST'S USE OF THE CREATIVE PROCESS
by Carole Rick

Robert Frost's fight against depressfon and insanity
has not been widely known or understood.

None of the many

accounts of Frost's life written before 1966 accurately portray the poet as the complex man he really was.

Lawrance

Thompson's three-volume biography, however, revealed Frost's
life-long struggle against mental imbalance and made this
study possible.

Thompson's biography was used to develop

Frost's psychobiography, verify his precarious mental balance and establish a history of insanity in his family.
Scholars disagree about the relationship between art
and neurosis, but there is adequate evidence to indicate
that the exercise of creativity has a therapeutic effect
for many artists.

The personal benefits to poets can be

divided into three

categories~

First, writing poetry forces

the poet to objectify his feelings and voice otherwise inexpressible emotions, thereby acting as a catharsis.

Sec-

ond, the creative process heightens the poet's sense of identity and feeling of being in harmony with the world.

Third,

the experience of developing the form of poetry (rhythm,

rhyme, and pattern} comforts the poet and helps hfm order
his life.
An examination of Frost's poetry, essays, lectures,
letters, interviews and conversations, confirm that he used
the creative process to maintain his sanity.

His works in-

dicate that he, too, realized the personal benefits of the
creative process already described for artists.
Frost's admission that he was concerned about his mental health apparently was therapeutic for him.

He was often

tempted to isolate himself, but writing poetry gave him a
sense of identity and helped him realize his community with
mankind.

His devotion to form is reflected in his following

of traditional verse forms and his disdain for free verse,
indicating his need for the staying influence of form in his
life.
The form created in Frost's life by his practice of the
creative process helped to preserve him by being "an arrest
of disorder."

He often spoke of trying to save his soul, and

the creation of poetry played a significant role in his attempts to do so.

As he wrote, he found meaning for his life

and the control he needed to avoid insanity.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

To most people, the name Robert Frost immediately brings
to mind the picture of a kindly, white-haired, benign old gentleman with an unforgettable face--a grandfatherly type, rich
in years, who dispensed traditional, commonsense wisdom--a
rustic, hard-working New England farmer who cut wood, picked
apples, swung from birches, and wrote simple poetry that
everyone loved.
This picture of Frost is far from accurate.

It is, in

fact, a myth created by Frost and lovingly perpetuated by
his many admirers.

It is not the real man.

The real man was

an extremely complex person who was often jealous, cruel, revengeful, lazy, unforgiving, and egotistical.

As a child he

was unusually sensitive, and his contradictory upbringing by
an overly solicitous, gentle mother and a violent and unscrupulous father threw him out of balance emotionally and caused
deep-seated insecurities and fears in him from which he never
fully escaped.
In addition, an unbelievable series of family tragedies
haunted his . life.

His father died of tuberculosis when Robert

was eleven years old; his mother died of cancer at fifty-six;

l
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his first child died at the age of three, and another infant,
his wife's namesake, died soon after; his sister Jeanie went
insane; his youngest and favorite · daughter, Marjorie, died
young of septicemia fever in 1934; his wife died of a heart
attack in 1938; his only son committed suicide in the fall
of 1940; and Irma, a daughter, went insane and had to be institutionalized in 1947.

Frost himself suffered frequently

from illness, often related to nervous disorders, and for
many years the family lived in poverty while he doggedly continued to write poetry in spite of little recognition or apparent success.

He fought depression and insanity all his

life and frequently threatened suicide.
As he looked back on his years with his family, he was

filled with guilt, knowing that his unswerving ambition to
be a great poet,

11

to lodge a few poems where they would be

hard to get rid of , 11 had caused many of the tragedies and
hardships which his family had endured.
agreed.

In this his family

At his wife's deathbed Frost waited frantically for

Elinor to tell him her difficult life with him had been worth
i t all, but her assurance never came.

His daughter Lesley

denounced him as a man who should never have married or had
children and refused to let him live permanently with her

after her mother's death for fear of his influence on her
children.
How did Frost cope with all this chaos in his life-the tragedies, the guilt, the depressions, the fears of in-
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sanity?

There were many ways.

One was to present a mask to

the world, to court love and adulation in any way he could.
But he knew this type of love was not enough.

He still felt

he was a bad man which meant he must ask for more love, and
his appearances at public reading and at his yearly round of
university visits became performances all designed to feed
his endless need for love and acceptance and forgiveness. 1
Another way he fought and coped with life and the everpresent threat of insanity was to write poetry.

One of his

famous definitions of poetry is that it is a "momentary stay
against confusion. 112
fleet this concept.

Numerous other comments of his also reHe described poetry as "a way of grap-

pling with life," "a way of taking life by the throat. 113 Once,
when faced with tragedy, he said, "'We make a little form and
we gain composure. 1114

In a 1 ighter mood he quipped,

is so composing as composition.

111

Nothing

1115

1 Donald Hall, Remembering Poets:
Reminiscences and
Opinions (New York: Harper and Row, 197n, pp. 68-69.
2 Hyde Cox and Edward Connery Lathem, eds., "The Figure

a Poem Makes, 11 in Selected Prose of Robert Frost (1949; rpt.
New York: Macmillan, 1968), p. 18. This source is hereafter
cited as Cox and Lathem, Selected Prose.
3 Edward Connery Lathem, eds., Interviews with Robert
Frost (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966), p. 58~ .
This source is hereafter cited as Lathem, Interviews.
4 Quoted by Kathleen Morrison, Robert Frost: A Pictorial Chronicle (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1974),
p. 1 04.

5 Quoted by Annette T. Rubenstein, "A Stay Against Confusion," Science and Society, 33 (Winter 1969), 37.
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This paper explores Frost's struggle against insanity
and his use of the creative process as a means of clarifying
reality and ordering his life.
ters:

It is divided into four chap-

following this first introductory

one~

the second es-

tablishes biographically that Frost did indeed have a problem
with mental unbalance, and that he feared insanity and fought
against it all his life.

It looks briefly at Frost's child-

hood and tries to determine some of the causes for this situation.

It traces his life's story giving emphasis to those

events which reflect his fight against insanity--to his depressions, his repeated threats of suicide, and to the tragedies in his family.
The third chapter examines the theoretical aspects of
the artist using the creative process as therapy.

It ex-

plores the relationship between creativity and neurosis asking the following questions:

Does art originate in neuroses?

Is it indeed necessary for creation?
ate in spite of his neuroses?

Or does the artist c.re-

The artist (in this paper par-

ticularly the poet) benefits generally in three ways.

The

first is concerned with the poet's feelings and his expression
of them, the second deals with the poet's relationship to himself and to others, and the third looks at · the poet's working
with form.
The fourth chapter examines Frost's prose and poetry to
determine if the ways poetry is therapeutic for the poet as

5

discussed in Chapter Two apply to Frost.

The study of the

poetry, especially, should help to illuminate Frost s order1

ing process in his life, because, as he admitted, "'A poem
is a threshold into a poet's mind as well as a window looking out on reality.• 116

6 Quoted by John Ciardi, "Robert Frost, Master Conversationalist at Work," Saturday Review, 21 March 1959, p. 20.

CHAPTER II
A BRIEF PSYCHOBIOGRAPHY

The story of Robert Frost's life has been told many
times.

The person who told it the most often was Frost him-

self.

Over and over he described his early years, the diffi-

culties he encountered and how courageously he met all of
them. · The curious thing is that he never told a story the
same way twice.

This fact, together with the public mask

which Frost wore, produces a nightmare of discrepancies for
any biographer of Frost.

And there have been many.

Nearly

everyone associated closely with him, and many who had only
brief encounters, were so completely charmed with the personality and profound wisdom exuding from this famous person,
that they felt compelled to record their impressions for posterity.
lost.

Everyone seemed to fear that even a word might be
Blinded by their own adulation and ignorant of the

true motives behind Frost's actions and words, most of the
biographies took what Frost said about his life at face value
and often did not attempt any interpretation or further investigation or corroboration.

Also, many biographies were

published while Frost was still alive (and he seemed to live
forever), which made the authors even more reluctant to be

. 6
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objective.

The result is that many of the biographies of

Frost are grossly inaccurate even though they may have
faithfully recorded Frost's every word and gesture. 1
While living, Frost appointed Lawrance Thompson, a professor of English and American Literature at Princeton University, as his official biographer.

As a result, Thompson

had twenty-four years with Frost before he died to try to
separate the true Frost from the myth, and to develop a fair
but affectionate portrait.

Thompson did not hesitate to give

the complete picture, revealing Frost to the public for the
first time as the complex person he really was.
son tried to interpret Frost's actions.

Also, Thomp-

He tried to look in-

ward for the motives and backward for the causes.

The pic-

ture of Frost thus presented to the public when Thompson published his first volume, The Early Years, came as a real
shock to most people.

America's best-loved poet was revealed

complete with his less admirable personality traits, and many
people felt betrayed.
1 I have discovered inaccuracies concerning Frost's
psychobiography in the following: Sidney Cox, A Swinger of
Birches: A Portrait of Robert Frost (New York: New York
Univ. Press, 1957); Jean Gould, Robert Frost: The Aim was
Song (New York: Dodd, Mean and Co., 1964}; Elizabeth Issacs,
An Introduction to Robert Frost (Denver: Alan Swallow, 1962);
Louis Mertins, Robert Frost: Life and Talks-Walkin (Norman,
Oklahoma: Univ. of Oklahoma Press, 1965 ; Gorham B. Munson,
Robert Frost: A Stud in Sensibilit and Good Sense (New
York: Haskell House Publishers, Ltd., 1927 ; Elizabeth Shepley Sergeant, Robert Frost: The Trial b Existence (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1960 ; Daniel Smythe, Robert Frost
Speaks (New York: Twayne Publishers, Inc., 1964).
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Because this section of the paper deals with Frost's
fight against insanity and some of the darker aspects of his
life, Thompson's biography will, of necessity, be the most
reliable and most frequently used source.

The findings of

others since the official biography was published have been
somewhat helpful, but again one must be careful to judge the
reliability and insight of the biographer before accepting
even Frost's direct quotes as reliable evidence one way or
another.
Frost gave occasional clues that he needed to be watched and interpreted closely:
likely to tell you anything.
don't trust me on my life.
on me some. 112

11

Don 1 t trust me too far.

I'm

Trust me on the poetry, but
You want to watch me.

Check up

Frost did not even understand himself very

well, although he took pride in perceptively knowing what
others should do.

Meddling in the lives of others was a hob-

by he enjoyed all his life.

He wrote to a friend, "The point

I tried to make was that I was a very hard person to make out
if I am any judge of human nature.

I might easily be most

deceiving when most bent on telling the truth. 113

Or to quote

2 Quoted in "Frost: 'Courage is the Virtue That Counts
Most, 111 Newsweek, 11 Feb. 1963, pp. 90-91.

3 Lawrance Thompson, Robert Frost: The Earl Years,
1874-1915 {New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966 , p. xv.
This is Volume I of Thompson's three-volume biography. Volume
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Frost when he was discussing and quoting from
Fallen Across the Road":
me i s :

111

11

On a Tree

The best line in it, if you ask

"But just to ask us who we think we are. 4
11

Hell are we?

That is the question.

. . .

I 11

Who in

5

This chapter examines Frost's life, concentrating on
the details which establish that he did suffer from fears,
depressions, and the threat of insanity.

He was born and spent the first eleven years of his life
in San Francisco.

His childhood lacked the security and

warmth of a united set of parents.

His father was an erratic,

rather irresponsible individual who drank too much and liked
to gamble.

He believed in "spare the rod and spoil the child"

and administered violent punishments with no warning when he
was in a rage.

For example, one Halloween he forbade the

children to make jack-a-lanterns because he could not toler-

Volume II is: Robert Frost: The Years of Trium h, 19151938 (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1970 . Vo ume
III is: Lawrance Thompson and R. H. Winnick, Robert Frost:
The Later Years, 1938-1963 (New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1976). All subsequent notes relating to Frost's
life using volume and page number are from Thompson unless
another name is given.
4 Edward Connery Lathem, ed., The Poetr) of Robert Frost
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969 , p. 238. A11
poems will be quoted from this collection, and the page or
line number given in the text.
5 Quoted by Elizabeth Shepley Sergeant, Robert Frost:
The Trial by Existence (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1960), p. xvi.
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ate the mess.

That evening a friend of Rob's brought one

over to share, but Rob refused to accept it saying his father
would not allow him to have it and slammed the door.

Rob's

father, probably embarrassed from being exposed as an uncaring father, grabbed the handiest weapon which happened to be
a chain and whipped Rob's legs severely (I, 24).

When at-

tempting to play, Rob's father, a humorless man, would clumsily tease Rob, often making him cry from the rough handling.
He seemed to take pleasure in it (I, 19).
In contrast, his mother, an "optimistic visionary" who
felt she had powers of second sight, was gentle and smother-.
ingly over-solicitous, trying to compensate for the severity
of her husband.

This dichotomy would

be

unhealthy for any

growing child, but to one with the excruciating sensitivities
and genius of Robert Frost, the emotional scars remained
throughout life.

Thompson believes that "In later years he

[Fros~ was never quite able to understand or fully resolve

some of his inner conflicts, which seemed to mirror the
opposed attitude of his parents" (I, xvi).

I think, based on

Frost's life story and on his poetry, that Thompson is right.
As a child, Rob frequently suffered from mysterious aches
and pains in his stomach and head.

Thompson does not give

any symptoms more specific than these, but he does suggest
the pains were psychosomatic.

This seems likely since many

11

incidents show Rob escaped doing what he did not want to do
by developing an ache or pain.

At age five, for example, when

Rob did not want to attend school, he suffered from a severe
pain in his stomach and was allowed to stay home {I, 19).

He

did not attend school regularly until he was in high school.
Many of the undesirable traits of character which Frost
exhibited as an adult find their roots in his childhood.

He

was extremely jealous of his mother's attention toward his
younger sister, Jeanie.

This is reflected in his life-long

jealousy toward any new poet that threatened to take attent i o n · away f r om h i m.

Whe n j e a l o u s, he s u1 ke d , t hre w ta nt rum s ,

and tried to protect himself by running away or hiding.

He

thought that in this way he could punish his loved ones as
they blamed themselves for whatever happened to him.

Kath-

1 een Morrison, Frost s secretary and manager during the last
1

twenty-five years of his life, tells how

11

More than once he

made a childish escape into the woods around the Homer Noble
Farm in the hope that we would believe him lost and would
suffer accordingly. 116
Another game of self-pity that Frost played throughout
his life was threatening suicide.

Once, at age twenty, he

travelled from New England to the Dismal Swamp in Virginia
and North Carolina, where he semi-seriously tried to end his
6 K. Morrison, p. 78.
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life by getting lost, bitten by a snake, or eaten by wild
animals.

This is a low lethal threat, indicating that he

was actually ambivalent about killing himself.

Had he been

killed there by accident, then fate would have meant for him
to die.

What he was really doing was attempting to manipu-

late his environment.
and make her worry.
was low:

He wanted to scare Elinor, his fiancee,
The lethality of all his suicide threats

the Dismal Swamp expedition, wandering outside in a

snowstorm, and taking irresponsible amounts and combinations
of pills are examples.
Another characteristic of Frost's which finds its roots
in his childhood is his habit of using his idealistic imagination to comfort himself.

As a child, he would make up sto-

ries that made him feel good.

One such story was based on a

dream in which he ran away from home to the mountains where
he found a secret passage to a happy valley.

The valley was

inhabited by friendly Indians who invited him to stay.

Rob

imagined this story, or variations of it, at the end of unhappy days and received comfort.

When his dreams were shat-

tered by reality, however, he would go into a rage, intensely
resenting whoever he thought had made his dreams fail, something he continued to do all his life (I, xvii).
From their earliest childhood on, Rob and Jeanie heard
stories of mythic heroes and heroic deeds from their highly
imaginative mother.

Rob himself was named after the Confed-
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erate hero, Robert Lee.
agement

11

Thompson believes this early encour-

to build his ideals around the accomplishments of

those whose actions reflected courage, skill, cunning, wit,
nobility, compassion and persistent striving, caused the adult
poet to try "to shape his life in accordance with his persistently mythic ideals of heroism" (I, xiii-xiv).
This is a reasonable judgment, and perhaps the clearest
examples are in his repeated attempts to show he had struggled
with great courage against insurmountable odds and won.

This

explains the variations from fact in his repeated tellings of
his life story.

If the actual obstacles in his life were not

sufficiently intimidating to make his surmounting of them heroic, he changed the facts about those obstacles.

After his

father's death, he and his mother were often dependent on the
Frost grandparents.

Even as a young adult, Frost repeatedly

found it necessary to ask his grandfather for money.

In tel-

ling his story years later, he represented his grandfather as
an obstacle to his success.

He pictured him refusing help

because Frost wanted to be a poet rather than a lawyer, while
the truth is that the grandfather was consistently patient
and generous with Frost.

In fact, it was the inherited an-

nual annuity from his grandfather that allowed Frost to live
in England for a few years where he published his first book
of poetry (II, xviii).
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Besides telling Rob and Jeanie stories of mythic heroes
and heroic deeds, Mrs. Frost also told them Biblical stories
such as the ones about Adam and Eve, Cain and Abel, and Noah
and the ark.

In telling them she emphasized the moral truths

and contrasting pairs of opposites--evil and good, darkness
and light, chaos and order.

Frost's poetry often reflects

these contraries, the one concerning chaos and order being of
particular importance to this study.

Mrs. Frost also taught

them the Bible precepts stating, "Be ye therefore perfect. 11
As a small boy Rob would fly into a rage if he made the smallest mistake in his copybook.

Angrily, he would rip the page

from his book and start over {I, xv).
Mrs. Frost, a Swedenborgian, believed she was blessed
with the powers of second sight.

The value of these powers

and the manifestation of them was rather vague and mystical,
but they were a source of fear for Robbie.

Mrs. Frost would

tell the children they were always in close touch with the
spiritual world, even if they were not aware of it.

Her fan-

tastic fairyland stories were often interwoven with human .
contact~

making the supernatural seem natural.

After hearing

such stories and others of Samuel and Joan of Arc, Robbie
would also hear mysterious voices.

Terrified, he would take

refuge in a large chair, kneeling in it and pressing his
forehead against the back.

Here he would try unsuccessfully

to shut out the voices by shutting his eyes and covering his
ears with his hands {I, 37).
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Unfortunately, Thompson does not give Rob's age during
these experiences.

If Rob were three or four, it would be

normal for him to hear voices and try to get away from them.
Shutting h.is eyes and covering his ears would be an appropriate reaction since a young child thinks if he does not
see an object it does not exist.
"object permanency. 117

Psychologists call this

Thompson states only that this took

place before the family left San Francisco which was when
Rob was eleven years old.

In the sequence of the biography,

this experience is placed close to their departure from the
city which may indicate Rob was somewhere near that age.

If

so, his reaction in the chair is not a normal one.

Rob suffered from many other fears, including a fear of
death and a fear of the dark.

He slept in his mother's room

from the time he was eleven until he finished high school (I,
205).

Although Thompson does not give any other details con-

cerning this intimate sleeping arrangement with his mother,
such a situation was most likely a psychologically unhealthy
one and damaging to him in future relationships.

His many .

fears obviously conflicted with his idealized concept of being
a hero, creating a psychological conflict for him.
Jeanie, as well as Rob, had suffered as a result of her
childhood.

From the age of three she had experienced long

7
Personal interview with Vern R. Andress, Professor of
Psychology, Loma Linda University, 19 Nov. 1981.
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periods of crying, and the doctors had never been sure what
her ailments were.

Often as a young girl she had used books

as a way of escaping reality, but as she attended high school
such escape did not seem as effective, and she missed more
and more school due to spells of tears and ravings.

No one

ever understood the cause of Jeanie's trouble, but Rob knew
enough to realize that he must learn from his sister's problem.

He knew he must learn to keep his own self-destructive

tendencies, fears and rages under control or risk developing
problems even more serious than those which plagued his sister (I, 113).
After her husband's death, Mrs. Frost moved her children
to New England where she tried to support them by teaching
school.

Discipline was always a problem for her, and, when

at one school she was insulted by students and parents until
she was forced to resign, Rob was deeply humiliated.
before leaving town, he said through furious tears,
wait.
77).

Just
111

You

Some day I'll come back . . . and show them'" (I, 76This and the many other embarrassments growing out of

his family's poverty and dependence developed his need for
revenge, to get back at all the people who had wronged him.
He was fond of imagining situations where he would wreak vengeance on the people responsible for humiliating him.
As a high school student Rob, who was painfully shy,
self-conscious, and easily hurt by any form of criticism or

17

correction, developed an arrogant, scornful aspect to his
personality as a protective device for hiding his hurt and
humiliations.

He also became an excellent student which al-

lowed him to look down with scorn at students with less impressive scholastic records but who had made fun of him on
previous occasions.

As soon as he began to publish poems in

the school 1 s literary magazine, he dreamed of becoming a famous poet, "a literary hero,
(II, xv).

11

and triumphing over his enemies

All his life he felt a need to seek revenge and

often hurt those he loved best in the process.
In an effort to gain some recognition and acceptance,
Rob joined the football team.

He played with great determi-

nation, if without outstanding skill, although the roughness
of the game offended his sensitive nature.

After one game

he went off the field into some tall grass and vomited re-

peatedly.

Even though the game was hard on his nervous tem-

perament, he continued to play because it was all part of
fulfilling his ideals of power and glory.

It was also a

disciplining exercise which he forced himself to do as part
of controlling his many fears (I, 112).
Besides football practice and games, Frost was involved
in many activities during his senior year such as being president of the debating society and chief editor of the Bulletin.

All of this together with the difficult course of stud-

ies which he was taking aggravated Rob's nervous condition,
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according to Thompson.

The only specific symptom mentioned

in the biography, however, is nausea (I, 113-14).
During his high school years, Rob began to write poetry.
His mother had taught him the goal of the poet is "to explore,
imaginatively, fresh ways to represent the wonders of
physical design."

[~

meta-

As he thought about it, Rob began to find

assurance in this concept.

He liked the way Richard Anthony

Proctor, a British astronomer and popular writer on scientific subjects, described God's design.

111

We may believe, with

all confidence, that could we but understand the whole of
what we find around us, the wisdom with which each part has
been designed would be manifest'" {r, 120).
One day during his senior year, while walking home from
school, he became troubled by all the misfortune his family
had experienced since the death of his father.

Could his

family be made to fit into any larger design?

The answer

came to him in an intuitive flash:
earth was a test.

the time spent on this

Our souls choose to come here to be tried

by the ordeal of earthly existence.

Once here, they forget

their choice, thereby making defeat and ultimate failure
seem a real possibility.

Fitting this design together, Rob

searched for vivid poetic images with which to describe them.
Although it was not until years later that "The Trial by
Existence 11 was actually finished, it is important to note
that as early as his high school years, Rob was beginning to
use poetry to help clarify his life (!, 121).
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Also during his high school years, Frost met his future
wife, Elinor.

After serving together as co-valedictorians,

Elinor went away to college at St. Lawrence University while
Rob wandered from one insignificant job to another.

He was

extremely jealous in his love for her and unhappy because
she refused to marry until she finished her education.

He

read with growing apprehension the letters she was writing
to her mother telling of the time she was spending with a
handsome senior, Lorenzo Dow Chase.

Finally, Frost decided

he must go to see her.

He took along her copy of Twilight, a book of five of
his poems that he had had published in a special edition of
two.

This was to be a symbol to her that he was on his way

to being a famous poet.

Elinor refused to let him enter the

house where she was staying, probably because it was against
regulations, and told him to go away.

Rob was humiliated.

He left town walking down the train track, ripping up his
copy of Twilight.
He decided suicide was the only fitting end for him.
Impulsively, he went to the Dismal Swamp in Virginia, · intent
on carrying out this p·lan.

His death in the swamp would pun-

ish Elinor, who would not know where he had gone or how he
had died.

After wandering in the swamp till midnight, safely

escaping the snakes, wild animals, and mud holes he could
have fallen into, Frost came upon a party of duck hunters
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who helped him out of the swamp.

He was very depressed after

the Dismal Swamp experience and came close to what Thompson
calls a nervous breakdown.

No specific symptoms are given,

however.
Rob and Elinor reconciled their differences somewhat,
but their courtship continued to be stormy.

On a visit home

from school, Robert chided Elinor because he sensed she had
changed.

Elinor denounced him because he refused to settle

down and be responsible.

She gave her ring back to him,

which in a rage, he threw into the range in the kitchen.

He

stomped out declaring that she had really given him reason
to kill himself this time.
He left for Boston the next day and visited Ernest
Jewell at Harvard.

"Darkly hinting, he said he had decided

to throw his life away, that he had already made a compact
with the devil and that he wanted Jewell to drink a firewater
toast at the nearest bar to celebrate the compact" (I, 197).
When he returned home, a letter was waiting from Elinor saying she wanted them to reconcile their differences.

Part of Elinor's reluctance in marrying Rob was the fact
that he had no way of supporting her.

He attended Dartmouth

College for less than one term and then drifted from one insignificant job to another.

After Elinor graduated from St.

Lawrence University, they were married, and both became teach-

ers in

Ro~·s

mother's school.

They lived in a small apart-
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ment with Mrs. Frost and Jeanie, a less than ideal situation
for newlyweds (I, 215).
Thompson interprets Frost's insistence on marrying Elinor as a vindictive move on his part to punish her for driving him two times to the brink of suicide (I, 212-13).
ever the reason, their marriage was never tranquil.

What-

Elinor

punished him with long periods of silence which he interpreted

as her wishing she had never married him and presuming he was
headed for another failure.

Together they taught school, al-

though Frost was often ill with what the doctor called acute
nervous tension.
Frost wrote about this tension in a letter to Susan
Hayes Ward, literary editor of The Independent, who had published his poem

11

My Butterfly":

I n fa c t s o wh o 11 y u n c o n g e n i a 1 · ; s t h e wo r k [ h i s

teaching] that it has become for me a mere test of
physical endurance. For several weeks now when
not teaching I have spent my time lying around
either consciously sleeping or unconsciously waking and in both cases irresponsibly iratable ~ic]
to the last degree. It is due to my nerves--they
are susceptible to sound. Consequently the prospect is not bright--for the immediate future at
least. When in this condition I can neither read
nor write: nevertheless I find a few hours for
study and, as I say, always entertain great hopes. 8
8

Lawrance Thompson, ed., Selected Letters of Robert
Frost (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1964), pp. 2021. This source is hereafter cited as Selected Letters.
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Frost suffered from pains in his stomach or solar plexus and often could not eat.
soaked in sweat,

althou~h

At times he would awaken at night

he had no fever.

tributed to Frost's tension at this time.

Many factors . conBesides the crowd-

ed living quarters and Elinor's silences which have already
been mentioned, Frost worried that Elinor would see him as a
failure.

He worried about his mother, who was sick, and

about the financial situation of the whole family.

Added to

this were the strains of teaching, and it was almost too much
for him.

He coped as best he could till the end of the spring

term and then nearly collapsed.

In another letter to Susan

Hayes Ward, he wrote that she was hearing from him only now
because:

"'School is closed and I am quite rested having

slept more or less soundly for a whole week night and day.

111

He enclosed a poem with the letter, and Thompson believes it
was probably the following one:
I slept all day,
The birds do thus
That sing a while
At eve for us.
To have you soon
I gave away-Wel 1 satisfied
To give--a day.
Life's not so short
I care to keep
The happy days;
I choose to sleep. 9
9 The Independent, 10 Aug. 1896, p. 1. The poem was
never collected by Robert Frost. Quoted from I, 216.
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After regarding William James' essay,

11

Is Life Worth

Living?" he decided to study psychology and philosophy with
James at Harvard.

11

As the title indicated, this essay came

to grips with the question of whether persuasive arguments
could be given to any fellow mortal who had reached the verge
of suicide
at age 28.

11

(I, 213).

James himself had considered suicide

Years later he said, "'I take it no man is edu-

cated who has not dallied with the thought of suicide"' (I,
231). 10 Writing from experience, he seemed able to give
Frost the words of assurance and encouragement he needed.
While attending Harvard, however, ;1 ·1 ness continued to
be a problem.

The house Frost and Elinor were renting had

a well which provided their water, and they used it to keep
the baby's milk cool.

In a hurry, Frost let the bucket tip

over, and the milk ?Pilled into the well.

Fearing contami-

nation of their water supply, he stood in the well and bailed out as much water as he could.

That night he suffered

from chills but felt good enough the next day to stand in
the cold ocean while digging for clams.

By nighttime he was

sick again with chills and pains in his stomach and chest.
A doctor administered medicine, but Frost did not improve.

lO Quoted from Horace M. Kallem (ed.), The Philosophy
of William James (New York, 1925), pp. 28-29.
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Puzzled, the doctor on a return visit asked if he had a history of tuberculosis in his family.

When Frost admitted his

father had died of it, the doctor indicated he might be suffering from the same disease (I, 238).
Frost was terrified.

He left Harvard, and when his con-

dition did not improve, he consulted a physician in Lawrence.
The symptoms were puzzling.

He suffered from overwhelming

fatigue but was unable to sleep well.

He had dreams, night-

mares at times, from which he woke exhausted, and he also
had chills and pain in his chest and ·solar plexus.

The doc-

tor said his symptoms were caused either by consumption or
fatigue and recommended a life style involving strenuous outdoor activities.
Frost decided to try chicken farming.

His physical ail-

ments seemed to be improving until his four-year-old son,
Elliott, died from cholera infantum.

The doctor told Frost

he had called him too late, and to the agonizing grief was
added more guilt.

All his previous symptoms returned

and

to

them was added the misery of hay fever which made him choke,
cough, sneeze and cry.
losis.

Once again, he feared he had tubercu-

In addition · to his worries about his health, he faced

his mother's impending death from cancer, his relationship
with Elinor was unsatisfactory, and they were behind in the
rent.

He began another gradual descent toward ideas of sui-

cide (I, 261).
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Hoping quiet country living would improve Frost's
health, Elinor arranged for his grandfather to buy the Derry
Farm where perhaps Robert could regain his mental and physical health.

They . lived there nine years in isolation and

near poverty, but the first year was the worst.

Frost felt

it would be best if he died and said, "He didn't care if Elinor didn't care; he didn't care if God didn't care."
felt God did care and that He was doing this to him

But he
as

ishment for the way he had treated his family (I, 267).

punOn

each of his trips to Derry, he passed an isolated pond deep
enough

for drowning.

The temptation was strong.

Eventually

it found an outlet in the composition of a poem, "Despair,"
into which he poured all his thoughts of committing suicide
by drowning:
I am like the dead diver after all's
Done, still held fast in the weeds' snare below,
Where in the gloom his limbs begin to glow
Swaying at his moorings as the roiled bottom falls.
There was a moment when with vainest calls
He drank the water, saying, 11 0h let me go-God let me go! 11 --for then he could not know
As in the sun's warm light on earth and walls.
I am like a dead diver in this place.

I was alive here too one desperate space,
And near prayer in the one whom I invoked.
I tore the muscles from my limbs and choked.
My sudden struggle may have dragged down some
White lily from the air--and now the fishes come. 11
11

Quoted from (I, 267). 11 Despair 11 is not in The Poetry
of Robert Frost. The only known manuscript is at Huntington
Library.
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Frost joked about this suicide wish in a conversation
with Elizabeth Shepley Sergeant, who wrote a biography of
him.

She remembers his telling of rides with Elinor on

"'forgotten Derry roads that

had

forgotten farms.

111

One in

particular had a black tarn beside it '''for convenient

sui~

cide,'" he said, and added what a pang it had cost the poet
not to have chosen it. 12

Frost's comment that he was most

serious when he was joking should

be

kept in mind when read-

ing such a joke. 13
11

Into My Own" is another poem which expresses Frost's

recurring temptation to commit suicide.

This poem was first

published late in his stay at the Derry Farm:
One of my wishes is that those dark trees,
So old and firm they scarcely show the breeze,
Were not, as 'twere, the merest mask of gloom,
But stretched away unto the edge of doom.
I should not be withheld but that some day

Into their vastness I should steal away,
Fearless of ever finding open land,
Or highway where the slow wheel pours the sand.
I do not see why I should e'er turn back,
Or those should not set forth upon my track
To overtake me, who should miss me here
And long to know if still I held them dear.
They would not find me changed from him they knew-Only more sure of all I thought was true.
(p. 5)
12
13

Quoted by Sergeant, p. 28.

Reginald L. Cook, The Dimensions of Robert Frost
(New York: Barnes and Noble, 1958), p. 24.
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The scene in this poem is reminiscent of the escapes
Frost often attempted in actual life.

His trip through the

Dismal Swamp trying to commit suicide is an example. · There
is a sense in it, too, of his attempts to manipulate his envir~nment

by these escapades.

As he walks along, he envisions

his worried loved ones hurrying out to find him, wondering if
he still loves them.

He is actually forcing them to show

they are worried about him.
after him, however.

In real life Elinor did not come

Did he regret this?

Were at times his

threats of suicide or trips to the woods actually cries for
assurance from Elinor that she loved him?

Were they cries

for some assurance he was worthy of her?
I believe they were.

fection.

Frost was a man starved for af-

He was not getting much from Elinor nor his sister,

with whom he never got along.
ognition for his farming.

He was not receiving any rec-

His neighbors, in fact, looked

with raised eyebrows at his unorthodox methods such as milking the cow at noon and at midnight.

Nor did he receive any

recognition for the poetry he was writing.

The world never

heard about Robert Frost until he was in his forties.

Frost

was starving for what psychologists term ''unconditional positive regard."

He was tempted to end the misery of life by

entering the dark woods of death, as he expressed in "Into
My Own.

11

In "A Leaf Treader, 11 Frost talks even more clearly of
the temptation to oblivion:
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I have been treading on leaves all day until

I am
autumn-tired.
God knows all the color and form of leaves I have
trodden on and mired.
Perhaps I have put forth too much strength and been
too fierce from fear.
I have safely trodden underfoot the leaves of another year.

All summer long they were overhead, more lifted up
than I.
To come to their final place in earth they had to
pass me by.
All summer long I thought I heard them threatening
under their breath.
And when they came it seemed with a will to carry
me with them to death.
They spoke to the fugitive in my heart as if it
were leaf to leaf.
They tapped at my eyelids and touched my lips with
an invitation to grief.
But it was no reason I had to go because they had
to go.
Now up, my knee, to keep on top of another year of
snow.
(pp. 297-98)
Frost has been out walking amid the dead and dying
leaves.

Just as his feet mire the leaves, he feels he de-

strays whatever his life touches.

He is jealous of the

leaves which are "more lifted up than l.

11

To get to the

earth, the leaves had to fall past him, but he sees
level of meaning in this.

a~other

He is bitterly admitting that had

they hung around with him, he would have wrecked them.

He

is jealous of the vitality they had--something he does not
possess, and now he feels tempted to join them in death.

He

resists, however.
Darkness and the mystery of the dark woods are recurring
themes in Frost's poetry.

In many of his poems, the woods
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can be equated with death.

Often the woods are presented as

dark and mysterious, and the poet is drawn to them yet regretfully resists their temptation to come in.

I see a par-

allel in Frost's resisting the temptation to enter the woods
and his low-lethal attempts at suicide in real life.

He ac-

tually avoids any activity which would irrevocably end his
life.
Many of Frost's poems echo this same temptation to enter
the woods and reflect Frost's resolve not to succumb to temptation.

11

Come in 11 describes the poet walking near the edge

of the woods--he has been drawn to it and is as close as he
dares to be.

He is walking in the twilight, but it is dark

inside the woods.

Far within the woods he hears thrush

music-~

"Almost like a call to come in I To the dark and lament."
But he resists the temptation to enter, saying he was "out
for stars."

He is out for truth, searching for answers to

the question of his

existence-~the

bol to the clearing in

11

stars being a similar sym-

Into My Own.

11

He

will not succumb

to

the call of the woods--he will go on seeking meaning for his
life.
"Stopping By Woods On a Snowy Evening" is another example of Frost expressing his temptation to suicide in poetry.
He is travelling in the woods and pauses to stare into them.
They are lovely, dark and deep, and the temptation is there
to enter.

Even his horse seems impatient to know if the poet
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can withstand their magnetic pull.

The poet resists . because

his mission in this life has not yet been realized.

It is

his drive, his ambition to lodge a few poems where they will
be hard to get rid of, that keeps the poet on his way home to
keep his promises--he must write his poems before he dies.
Literary critics such as John Ciardi suggested even before · Frost's death that "Stopping By Woods On a Snowy Evening"
was actually a death wish, 14 and Frost was often asked if
this were true.

He would pooh-pooh the idea to the great

delight of the audience, saying the critics were always trying to read more into his poems than he put there.

I think,

however, that many of Frost's poems do reflect death wishes,
and Frost's statements to the contrary must be regarded as
an attempt to manipulate his listeners to continue to believe
in the mythical Frost, America's best-loved poet, rather than
the real man with all his complexities.
Reminiscing about the years on the Derry Farm in a letter to John Bartlett, Frost wrote, "'I was ambitionless, purposeless.

For months on end I would do no work at all.

didn't write because I wanted to write.
wrote. 11115
14

I

I wrote because I

It would seem, therefore, that the writing Frost

John Ciardi, "Robert Frost:

The Way to the Poem, 11
Saturday Review, 12 April 1958, pp. 13-15.
15
Quoted by Margaret Bartlett Anderson, Robert Frost
and John Bartlett: The Record of a Friendshi (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1963 , pp. 4-5.
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did on the Derry Farm was of great psychological value to him.
As spring came on after the first difficult year there, he
gradually began to climb out of his severe depression and preoccupation with suicide.

"Having reduced life to its lowest

terms, and having been given the choice of death or life, he
had found that he preferred to stay alive" (I, 274).
Although Frost did improve in his physical and psychological health that first spring on the Derry Farm, life continued to be difficult for him.

His relationship with Elinor

was an unhappy one, and she continued to punish him with long
periods of cold silence.

Lesley remembers one winter night

when she was six years old.

Her father, revolver in hand,

brought her down to the kitchen where her mother was crying.
He pointed the gun wildly at her mother and then at himself
saying to Lesley, "'Take your choice.
us will be dead'" (I, 308).

Before morning, one of

In . the morning they were both

alive, but the incident is yet another indication of the precarious mental condition of Frost at the Derry Farm.
Even though he tried hard to resist discouragement, he
often fell prey to it, especially at night.

Beside the house

grew a white birch tree whose branches scraped against the
house, and against the window if the weather were windy.
When his dreams turned to nightmares and he was wakened, he
would hear the tree and think of his affinity to it.

"Years

later he commemorated this particular tree in a poem which
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may serve to represent the darkest of his moods, on the
Derry Fa rm

11

(

I , 30 9) :

Tree at
My sash
But let
Between

my window, window tree,
is lowered when night comes on;
there never be curtain drawn
you and me.

Vague dream-head lifted out of the ground,
And thing next most diffuse to cloud,
Not all your light tongues talking aloud
Could be profound.
But, tree, I have seen you taken and tossed,
And if you have seen me when I slept,
You have seen me when I was taken and swept
And all but lost.
That
Fate
Your
Mine

day she put our heads together,
had her imagination about her,
head so much concerned with outer,
with inner, weather.

(p. 251)

The tree is personified as being troubled with the weather,
while Frost was concerned with his mental health.
While living on the Derry Farm, Frost came to realize
that to be successful artistically he must demand a great
deal from himself.

His courage and strength would have to

come from within, and this meant that at times he had to be
selfish.

Frost often was, to the neglect of his farm work

and family.

This added to his guilt which he never com-

pletely justified.
Remembering Poets:

Donald Hall discusses this problem in
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His ~rost 1 ~ ambition was never merely to be a
celebrated poet--that is mere vanity; it was larger and more serious than that, for he knew that
to write great poems he had to make perfect works
of art, which embodied wisdom and knowledge beyond
the perfection of art. In pursuit of such ambition
you may become pitiless and harsh to those around
you. Like Orpheus you kill your wife a second time,
by turning around to see if she enjoys your singing:
then perhaps you deserve to be torn apart by the
Thracean ladies, or by the Furies. Or you think
you deserve it . . . .
As Hall accompanied Frost away from a particularly adoring crowd, he watched the poet's face turn dark.
sad too,'" Frost said.

Hall says he spoke of "sadness," but

his face looked more like "despair" or "agony."
sad side, too,

111

"'But it's

Frost continued.

111

It has a

Hall remembered the diffi-

cult life Frost had experienced and watched his family experience and knew Frost was a guilty man. 16
Yet Frost remembered the Derry years as "the place where
he had been reborn"(I, 298).

In Sergeant's copy of Selected

Poems, he wrote the following beside "The Tuft of Flowers":
11

'A Boy's Will told how I was scared away from life and crept

back to it through this poem.

I was speaking literally. 11117

The majority of poems in that first book were written during
the Derry Years, and it seems probable the creative process
helped him survive the experience.
16

pp. 68-69.

17 Quoted by Sergeant, p. 67.
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What had still eluded him, however, was fame and fortune.
After ten years of married life he had sold only five poems.
It is impressive that he persisted in his writing despite the
lack of recognition.

I attribute at least some of this per-

sistence to the positive effect his creative process had on
his life.

He continued to write, in part, because it helped

him order his life and maintain his sanity.

He was writing

for more than publication--he was writing to save his soul.
Needing more money than he was making on the Derry Farm,
Frost became a teacher at Pinkerton Academy in 1906.

He was

successful and received a certain amount of attention for his
innovative teaching style.

He was asked to lecture at a small

convention of New Hampshire teachers explaining how he ran his
classes at Pinkerton.

Totally frightened by the prospects of

public speaking, he tried to walk off his fright.

In desper-

ation he put a pebble in each shoe hoping the pain would take
his mind off the lecture.

He managed to get through the ex-

perience, and it gave him a certain measure of success which
he sorely needed (I, 356).
Unfortunately, the teaching proved too strenuous for him,
and he became ill from nervous and physical strain.
developed, and Frost almost died.

Pneumonia

His recovery was slow, and

since Elinor was close to delivering their sixth child and was
able to be of only limited assistance to Frost, Jeanie came to
help.

Jeanie and Frost had never been close, and they soon
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had an argument.

Jeanie ran screaming into the road and re-

fused to listen to Frost's demands that she come back to the
house.

Wofrying that people coming home from work would see

her, Frost threatened to kil ·l her with his loaded revolver if
she did not come immediately.
per, Jeanie came (I, 340).

Knowing well his violent tem-

The s_ixth baby died soon after

birth, and Frost blamed himself for letting Elinor care for
him at all while he had pneumonia.
Frost made a dramatic move to England with his family in
1912.

It was less of a disgrace to be poor there, he thought,

and he would have more time for his writing.

It was there

Frost prepared and was successful in having published, his
first book of poems, A Boy's Will.

Most of them had been

written while he lived on the Derry Farm, and it seemed at
first no thematic element existed with which to unite the
book.

Finally the new perspective he gained in his brief sep-

aration from life in New England made him realize the poems
represented "a sort of pilgrim's progress through immature
impulses of escape and negation to gradually maturing· pursuits and affirmations" (I, xxi).
Part One began with "Into My Own" symbolizing his immature desire to escape from reality, and the section ended
with a type of return.

Part Two carried on the theme with

various expressions of affirmation.

The poems in the third

section looked wistfully back at inevitable withdrawals--such
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as

the end of a life or a love or a season.

'"The psycholo-

gist in me," Frost wrote, "ached to call it [A Boy's Will]
'The Record of a Phase of Post-adolescence. 11118
In another letter, written to Gorham B. Munson, Frost
reflected about his life on the Derry Farm:

'"We didn't even

know enough to know how hopelessly lost we must have looked
from the outside.

We never can recapture that.

once in a lifetime.
about.

It was for

That's roughly what A Boy's Will is

Life was peremptory and threw me into confusion'"

(II, 322).

This first book of poetry told the story of

Frost's psychological life up to that· point and shows that a
major problem in his life was how to deal with the dangerous
conflicts within himself and between himself and others.
An example of such a conflict is found in "A Dream Pang."
Since the setting seems to be a double bed, one assumes Frost
is referring to his relationship with Elinor (he once indica·ted that all his poems could be read as love poems to his
wife).

In the poem he tells her of a dream he has had where

he is wandering in the woods and sees her looking in but refuses to enter.

They have quarrelled, and he thinks she is

wishing to come in to make amends but decides not to since,
111

He must seek me would he undo the wrong.'

11

He sees her but

18 Originally in an undated letter to the editor of The
Youth Companion, written from Beaconsfield either in late
1912 or early 1913. Quoted from I, 393.
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does not reveal his presence, although it cost him a "sweet
pang

11

not to.

The last lines, "But 'tis not true that thus I

dwelt aloof, I For the wood wakes, and you are here for proof"
(p. 16), indicates a reconciliation has taken place.
couple in the poem are indeed Robert and Eli nor,

11

If the

A Dream

Pang" is an example of his expressing conflicts with others
and perhaps, too, an indication that the creative process
helped him control these conflicts which he realized could
overcome him and destroy him.
While in England Frost became good friends with Edward
Thomas, a writer, and found . their backgrounds strikingly similar.

Both men had tried to scare their wives by possessing

guns, and both men had tried to run away.

They had both

fought off major fears, depressions and suicidal temptations.
Thomas wanted to be a poet but was, instead, supporting his
family as a hack writer.

"Frost was always at his best as a

human being when he felt himself needed by someone whose
psychological difficulties were in some ways analogous to his
own experiences" (I, 464).

By ·telling him his own life story,

Frost tried to help Thomas.

He made it clear, however, that

he was by no means sure he was out of the woods himself.

He

had saved himself thus far, but he could not be certain he
would always be successful (I, 467).

While still in England,
,.

Frost considered publishing other books of his poetry.

In a

letter to Thomas B. Mosher, he confided, "I have three other
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books of verse somewhere near completion, 'Melanism,
ers,

1

and 'The Sense of Wrong . .

I 11

19

1

'Villag-

The term "Melanism,

11

according to Thompson, indicates "darkness of color resulting
from an abnormal development of black pigment in the epidermis
of animals."

Frost might have considered it as a metaphor to

represent his own spiritual darkness (I, 402).
Frost's use of

11

Thompson feels

Melanism 11 and "The Sense of Wrong" as possible

titles is an example of the tension he experienced between the
actual and the ideal in him (I, 585-586).

There is no ques-

tion Frost was obsessed with darkness, with the wrongs (real
or imaginary) done to him, and with his need for revenge.

Af-

ter North of Boston was published in England, Frost sent a
copy of it to a friend, John Bartlett, saying, " 1 What do you
say if we cook up something to bother the enemies we left behind in Derry?'"

Bartlett showed his unwillingness to partic-

ipate in such a scheme by not answering, and Frost wrote again
somewhat apologetically,

111

I ought not to give way to thoughts

of revenge in the first place.

Still there were a few people

in Derry who vexed me and one or two who did more than that
and I am human enough to want to make them squirm a li:ttle before I forgive them'" (II, 25).
These attitudes of revenge were in conflict with the ideals of submission, acceptance and obedience taught him by
19 Selected Letters, p. 55.
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his mother.

Sometimes he tried to solve this tension by ide-

alizing his situation and presenting an image that told others he had reached the idea 1.
example of this.

His poem,

11

Acceptance,

11

is an

Its final lines read:

Now let the night be dark for all of me.
Let the night be too dark for me to see
Into the future. Let what will be, be.

{p. 249)

Frost sounds as if he has finally come to terms with
life and is now submissive and accepting--his ideal state.
His life, however, offers evidence to the contrary.

Far from

accepting his lot, he worked till his death to manipulate his
environment for his own best interests.

He continued to be

jealous, revengeful, and often full of anger, although he continually fought against this side of his personality, using
the creative process to help keep himself in control.
Frost returned from England as a newly acclaimed poet,
but, unfortunately, he brought all the old fears with him.
addition, he feared he would not be able to continue writing
p~etry,

and that he was an ineffective poet.

In a letter to

Louis Untermeyer (of whom he wrote, "No friend has ever released me to such letter writing"), 20 he confessed: "I am
20 Louis Untermeyer, ed., The Letters of Robert Frost
to Louis Untermeyer (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1963), p. 348. This source is hereafter cited as Frost-Untermeyer.

In
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going to tell you something I never but once let out of the
bag before and that was just after I reached London and before I had begun to value myself for what I was worth, (Toop.)
. . . It is this: The poet in me died nearly ten years ago. 1121
Obviously, this was not true, as Frost continued to write poetry until his death, but he feared greatly that it would happen.
Now that he was becoming known as a poet, people were expecting great things from him, and he probably worried about
the embarrassment he would suffer if he could not meet their
expectations.

By saying he could no longer write poetry,

these expectations would be lowered.

It seemed that writing

to his friend, just as writing poetry, helped him to face his
problems.
Another result of Frost's increasing fame as a poet was
that he was asked to speak at universities and public gatherings.

At first he was extremely nervous at these affairs and

expended a great deal of emotional energy just to get through
them.

Seeing the toll these appearances took on Frost and

wishing him to save his energies for writing, Elinor tried to
keep him at home.

It also seems likely that she was finding

the change from obscurity to fame difficult to handle.

She

preferred to have Frost and his poetry remain her private domain.
21

Frost-Untermeyer, pp. 28-29.
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Frost insisted on speaking publicly and on meeting the
literary world.

To his public, he presented the image of

an easy-going, likeable, witty person, a feat which must
have caused him some psychological difficulty as

~e

viewed

the difference between his image and reality.
His basic insecurity both in himself as a person and as
a poet revealed itself in jealousy expressed toward other
poets, perhaps as a carry-over from his jealousy toward his
sister.

Initially, he cultivated their friendships, but as

his fame surpassed theirs, he would gossip about them or in
other ways try to undermine their influence.
to throw off his mask and expose Amy Lowell
well as a fraud'" (II, 274).

He threatened
11 1

for a fool as

Frost also felt he needed to

triumph over Edwin Arlington Robinson, Carl Sandburg and
Edna St. Vincent Millay.
His jealousy was not limited to established poets, however.

Thompson builds a case for the fact that Frost's jeal-

ousy about Elinor's abilities as a poet caused her to discontinue writing poetry (I, 504-505).

He also mentions quarrels

Frost and Elinor had because he was not helpful to the children with their writing (II, 560).

Jealousy might have been a

factor in his reluctance to help them.
These conflicts were probably a factor in causing the periods of depression Frost experienced that first winter following his return from England.

Thompson does not specify
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physical symptoms indicating depression, but Frost's letters
written during this time reveal the problem.
he admitted:

To Untermeyer

"It's a hard winter and I'm hard up and some-

times I harden my heart against nearly everything. 1122

In an-

other letter to Untermeyer written at about this time, he revealed further his returning periods of gloom and depression:
The conviction closes in on me that I was cast for
gloom as the sparks fly upward, I was about to say:
I am of deep shadow all compact like onion within
onion and the savor of me is oil of tears. I have
heard laughter by daylight when I thought it was my
own because at that moment when it broke I had parted my lips to take food. Just so I have been afraid
of myself and caught at my throat when I thought I
was making some terrible din of a mill whistle that
happened to come on the same instant with the opening of my mouth to yawn. But I have not laughed.
No man can tell you the sound or the way of my
laughter. I have neighed at night in the woods behind a house like vampires. But t~r~ are no vampires, there are no ghouls, there ~rel no demons,
there is nothing but me. And I have all the dead
New England things held back by one hand as by a
dam in the long deep wooded valley of whippoorwill,
where, many as they are, though, they do not flow
together by their own weight. . . . I hold them
easily--too easily for assurance that ~hey will go
with a rush when I let them go . . . . 2
In 1916 Frost received an offer to join the faculty at
Amherst College as a full professor.

He accepted and, at the

age of forty-two, began a whole new era in his life . which he
22 Frost-Untermeyer, p. 23.
23 Frost U t
n ermeyer, p. 59 .
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called

11

barding around. 1124

Much of his future life was div-

ided between Amherst and the University of Michigan, moving
to accept a more attractive offer or to escape from imagined
or created enemies.

While Frost was serving at Amherst Col-

lege his second time (he had resigned and moved back to his
farm once), he received an offer from the University of Michigan that gave him an appointment for life without the hassle
of teaching and a larger salary than he was presently receiving.

Even though he was bound by contract to Amherst, Frost

secretly agreed to move to Michigan the fall of the next year

(II, 263).

This he did, going back and forth between the two

schools many times for a variety of reasons, illustrating his
continued instability.
Always frustrated by his need to raise money for his family and his need for solitude and contemplation in order to
write poetry, he also went on extensive lecture tours.

Many

of his lectures contained comments about his use of poetry to
give form and meaning to his life:
"A poem must be a momentary stay against confusion.
Each one must clarify something. Making poems encourages a man to see that there is a shapeliness
in the world. A poem is an arrest of disorder . . .
If you mean to be a man, you must assess the Sphinx.
You ha~e to be riddled by it to find something to
say. ~!:>
11

24 Quoted by K. Morrison, p. 49.
25 Quoted by Ciardi, 11 Master Conversationalist," p. 20
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These comments show that the therapeutic value of poetry was
becoming clear to him.
Periods of depression continued to haunt him, however,
and led him to thoughts of suicide.

Throughout his life,

Frost often confided to Untermeyer about these times.
1921 he wrote:

11

! have been bad and a bad artist.

retire soon to the place you wot of.

In

I will

Not now but soon.

That

is my last, my ultimate vileness, that I cannot make up my
mind to go now where I must go sooner or later.

I am frail . 1126

This statement correlates with Frost's actual suicide attempts,
which were always low-lethal in design.
Frost wrote the following poem which appeared in three
letters to Untermeyer, although it was never published.
pression and thoughts of suicide are clearly expressed:
To prayer I think I go,
I go to prayer-Along a darkened corridor of woe
And down a stair
In every step of which I am abased.
I wear a halter-rope about the waist.
I bear a candle end put out with haste.
For such as I there is reserved a crypt
That from its stony arches having dripped
Has stony pavements in a slime of mould.
There I will throw me down an unconsoled
And utter loss,
And spread out in the figure of a cross.-Oh, if religion's not to be my fate
I must be spoken 2
and told
Before too late!

70

26 Frost-Untermeyer, p. 136.
27 Frost-Untermeyer, pp. 130-31, 136, 331.

De-
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In 1942 Frost wrote to Untermeyer:

11

I can t myself say how
1

serious the crisis (!iot specifie~ was and how near I came
to giving in--

It fdeat8 would have been good advertis-

ing. 1128
At the State University of Iowa he confessed:

'"What

we try for in a piece of writing is a little order and true
meaning. 11129

Life needs this clarification because of the

darkness it contains.

At a Bread Loaf lecture he made up a

poem on the spot which he called "Dark, Darker, Darkest."
Charles Foster, who recorded the lecture from memory as best
he could, remembered the essence of it:
Life is dark because life, this bright foam that
catches the light, is flowing forever and ever into
insanity, into poverty. Life is darker because man
doesn't know how to play the stops on mankind well
enough to change the situation. We must advance in
a broad front and we don't know how to turn to the
poor and the insane. Life is darkest because, 5erhaps, we're not meant to do anything about it. 3
But even though life involves darkness, Frost never recommended escape from it (although at times his life was at
variance with this philosophy).

Instead, he felt man must

find ways of coming to terms with life, and poetry was one of
28 Frost-Untermeyer, p. 331.

29 Quoted by Elizabeth Isaccs, An Introduction to Robert
Frost (Denver: Alan Swallow, 1962), p. 61.
30 Quoted by Charles Foster, "Robert ·Frost at Bread Loaf,
in Frost: Centennial Essays III, ed. Jae Tharpe (Jackson:
Univ. Press of Mississippi, 1976), pp. 71-72.
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those ways.

Frost described this in a talk given at Bryn

Mawr and paraphrased here by Thompson:
Some critics liked to say that some poets, trying
to "escape" from life, wrote their poems as forms
of retreat, after they had been wounded by life.
Other critics claimed that the realistic poet deserved most praise because he used poetry as a
means of "grappling" with what bothered him in his
private or public experiences.
Escape? Grappling? He moved on, by offering a
definition of poetry, with the aid of a metaphor
borrowed from his recent reading in science. Poetry
is tropism, he said, in the sense that the biologists use the word. He reminded them that tropism
may be defined as an orientation of an organism,
usually by means of growth rather than movement,
in response to external stimulus. Tropism, then,
may be growth-toward-light, an aspiration toward
light. Poetry, considered in this way, might be
defined as aspiration (II, 292).

In this sense, then, a poem would be "a little voyage of discovery," another of Frost's many definitions of poetry. 31
These lectures, creative exercises in themselves, also
helped Frost with his ordering process.

When invited to de-

1 iver the Charles Eliot Norton lectures at Harvard in the

spring of 1936, his reply indicated this:
"As you may imagine, I should be most happy to be
your Charles Eliot Norton Professor next spring;
and that not alone for the honor of the appointment.
I should value also the compulsion the lectures
would put me under to assemble my thinking right
and left of the last few years and see what it
comes to. I have reached a point where it would do
me good" (II, 423).
31 Lathem, Interviews, p. 117.
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He needed help from every source possible to deal with
the difficult situations presented to him by his family.

In

1934, his youngest and best-loved daughter, Marjorie, _died of
septicemia fever.

Her needless death after a brave struggle,

was a tremendous emotional blow to the Frosts.
Four years later Elinor died leaving Frost a man in despair, with the guilt he felt because of their difficult life
together complicating his grief.

This is reflected in a let-

ter to Lesley:
Somehow mixed with my own recent mail I found this
letter of Elinor's . . . . My, my, what sorrow runs
through all she wrote to you children. No wonder
something of it overcasts my poetry if read aright.
No matter how humorous I am I am sad. I am a jester about sorrow. She colored my thinking from the
first just as at the last she troubled my politics •
. . . I wish I hadn't this woeful suspicion that toward the end she came ~o resent some thing in the
life ..! had given her. 3
She had not given him any comfort from her deathbed, as he
had hoped, that life with him had been worth the troubles
they had shared.

He was a lost man.

Untermeyer he admitted,

11

Writing of his grief to

! don't know myself yet and won't

for a long time, if I ever do.

I am so quickened by what has

happened that I can't touch my mind with a memory of any kind. 33
32 Arnold Grade, ed.

Frost (Albany, New York:
pp. 209-10.
33

Family Letters of Robert and Elinor
State Univ. of New York Press, 1972),

Frost-Untermeyer, p. 308.
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He also wrote to Untermeyer a few months later:
I was thrust out into the desolateness of wondering
about my past whether it had not been too cruel to
those I had dragged with me and almost to cry out
to heaven for a word of reassurance that was not
given me in time. Then came this girl stepping innocently into my days to give me something to think
of besides dark regrets. My half humorous noisy
contr~4ion of the last few months has begun to die
down.
The girl stepping into his days was Kathleen Morrison who became his secretary, manager and friend for the rest of his
life.

However, in spite of her skillful handling, he still

reverted to his games of escape.

Besides making childish es-

capes to the woods hoping she would think him lost and suffer
because of it, he also smashed a favorite chair in a fit of
rage and frequently ingested dangerous combinations and dosages of pills and liquers.

In general, Mrs. Morrison handled

his tricks by ignoring him unless his life was actually
threatened, and was careful to unobtrusively remove destructive tools until his fit of anger or depression was over. 35
Frost had scarcely had time to recover from the tragedy
of his wife's death when his only son, Carol, committed suicide.
Since boyhood, Carol had had difficulty establishing his own
identity.

He felt totally overwhelmed by his famous father

and feared that everyone was trying to take advantage of him
34

Frost-Untermeyer, p. 308.

35

K. Morrison, pp. 77-78.
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or persecute him.

Frost was guilty of interfering in his

life a great deal, even after Carol married, as indeed he
did with all the children.
In telling Sergeant about the tragedy, Frost mentioned
that Carol had been writing some poetry just before his
death, and that it might have had some value. 36 It is possible that Frost had in mind the type of psychological value
poetry had been for him.
ward off tragedy.

In any case, it was not enough to

Carol had burned his old letters and his

poems before shooting himself with a deer-hunting rifle.
Frost's troubles with his family continued.

His daugh-

ter Irma, like his sister, Jeanie, had been obsessed with an
irrational fear that men were plotting to abuse her sexually.
Frost had watched Jeanie withdraw from reality until she had
to be placed in a mental institution where she died in 1929.
Now he watched Irma's psychological condition worsen.

Thomp-

son's details on her behavior are vague, saying she was "expressing her fears and obsessions in a number of unpleasant
ways" without specifying them (Ill, 145).

In a letter to

Untermeyer, Frost wrote that Irma had "lived in ten houses i"n
six months from sheer unhappiness. 1137
Sex, apparently, had never been explained to her as a
child.

Sergeant claims Frost had "Victorian standards and

36 Sergeant, p. 368.
37

Frost-Untermeyer, pp. 341-42.
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Puritan inhibitions--for instance, sex was never mentioned
or ex p1a i ne d i n any way , e v en on a fa rm . 11 38
After trying many different situations for Irma, Frost
reluctantly admitted her to a mental hospital.
ficult time.

It was a dif-

He told Mrs. Morrison to take especially ·good

care of him or else he would go crazy (III, 161).

He des-

cribed his dilemma in a letter to John Bartlett:

"'You may

not have heard the sad ending to Irmats story.

She is at

once too insane to be out of an institution and too sane to
be in one.

So she suffers the sense of imprisonment where

she is, in one. 11139
All these sufferings which Frost endured with his family
caused him agony, and he transferred that agony to poetry
such as "The Wind . and the Rain":
I sang of death--but had I known
The many deaths one must have died
Before he came to meet his own!

. . .
But I must forth at dusk, my time of day,
To see to the unburdening of skies.
Rain was the tears adopted by my eyes
That have none left to stay.
(pp. 336-37)
Certainly Frost was well-qualified to write,
been one acquainted with the night."
38 Sergeant, p. 81.
39 Quoted by Anderson, p. 209.

11

1 have

He wrote to Untermeyer:
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"Cast your eyes back over my family luck and you will wonder
if I haven't had pretty near enough.
to say.

That is for the angels

The valkyries and the eumenides. 1140

Frost had been forced to confront some of the worst
forms of darkness, and yet he had managed.

He wrote:

"We all have our souls--and minds--to save, and it
seems a miracle that we do it, not once, but many
times. I can look back and see mine hanging by a
thread. My sister wasn t able to save hers. She
built the protecting illusion around herself and
went the road of demengla praecox. Choice, somehow . . . will . . . . "
1

Frost had courageously asserted his will, had faced reality,
and when tempted to follow the thrush music into the dark
woods of chaos and death he had refused:

"But no, I was out

for stars; I I would not come in" {p. 334).
Frost continued to publish poetry, to bard around, to
accept honorary degrees and prizes, and to be loved and revered by the whole world.

At a grand eighty-fifth birthday

celebration for the poet, Lionel Trilling gave the speech.
He called Frost a "terrifying poet, 11 one who does anything
but "reassure us by his affirmation of old values, simplicities, pieties ., and ways of feeling."
i e nc e to r e ad

11
•

He challenged the aud-

De s i g n 11 o r " Ne i th e r 0 u t Fa r No r i n De e p 11 a nd

40

Frost-Untermeyer, p. 346.

41

Quoted by Anderson, · p. 178.
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"see if you sleep the better for it. 1142

This speech sparked

J. Donald Adams, among many others,

a literary controversy.

was incensed that his beloved poet could be called "terrifying," and denounced the speech in his "Speaking of Books" column in the New York Times Book Review.

The articles and let-

ters poured in both for and against Trilling s speech. It
was one of the first times 43 that the "other" side of Frost
1

was brought to the public's attention, and they did not like
it.
Trilling had meant his remarks about Frost to be complimentary, although at the party Frost seemed flustered and
undecided whether or not this was the intention.

At the end

of his speech he spoke of Sophocles and how the people had
"loved him chiefly because he made plain to them the terrifying things of human life:

they felt, perhaps, that only a

poet who could make plain the terrible thing could possibly
give them comfort. 1144

The same was true of Frost, he said,

but it would be a long time until the adoring public would
be willing to see it that way.
42 Lionel Trilling, 11 A Speech on Robert Frost: A Cultural Episode," Partisan Review, 26 (Summer 1959), 445.
43 Randall Jarrell 's "The Other Frost" in Poetry and
~(New York, 1955), had a similar viewpoint six years ·
fore.
44 Trilling, 11 A Speech, 11 p. 452.
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After receiving an honorary degree from Oxford, Frost
talked to a group, reminiscing and talking about his theory
of poetry:
"Little did I think when I was making a little book
or two in Ledbury almost fifty years ago that I
would be returning one day to all these honors.
And I didn't write the poetry to get here either.
~ . . I'm not here to make exorbitant claims for
poetry lest they seem personal, [could he be referring to the way poetry had been his personal salvation?] but one thing must be said about poetry-it's the ultimate. The nearest thing to it is penultimate, even religion. Poetry is the thought of
the heart. I'm sure that's what Catullus meant by
mens an1m1. Poetry is hyphenated, like so many
British names. It's a thoughtfelt thing that laughs
and cries about everything as it's going on--and
makes you take it. A momentary stay against confusion . . . . " (III, 238).
How desperately he needed those stays.

He continued to

fear that his artistic powers would dry up, and when he heard
of Hemingway's suicide, he was convinced the reason had been
his loss of ability to write.
or talk of nothing else.

For some time he would think

It had been a courageous act for

Hemingway, he thought, and he spoke of doing the

same~

He

would make gestures of throwing his almost-completed book of
poems into the fireplace and was thrown into dark moods of
depression (III, 294).
Once again his threats were empty, and he continued to
live and to write poetry.

But he knew eventually he must

face death--a fear of his since childhood.
revealed this:

11

Often his remarks

It 1 s hard to get into this world and hard to
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get out of it.

And what s in between doesn't make much sense.
1

If that sounds pessimistic, let it stand.

There's too much

vaporous optimism voiced about life and age.
provide a little balance. 1145

Maybe this will

Like the woman in 11 The Night

Light, 11 he foresaw, "The darkest of it still to dread" (p. 383).
As the time came closer, he seemed more resigned to death
and less fearful of it.

No doubt his religious faith (usually

carefully masked) played a part in this, but perhaps also, his
coming to terms with it in poetry had a therapeutic effect.
His last volume of poetry reflected a new emotional peace regarding death.

In

11

Away!

11

he wrote:

Unless I'm wrong
I but obey
The urge of a song:
I m--bound--away!
1

(.p • 4 1 3 )

His main concern seemed to be that God would find his sacrifice acceptable.

He had voiced this fear in The Masque of

Mercy:
We have to stay afraid deep in our souls
Our sacrifice--the best we have to offer,
And not our worst nor second best, our best
Our very best, our lives laid down like Jonah's
Our lives laid down in war and peace--may not
Be found acceptable in Heaven's sight.
And that they may be is the only prayer
Worth praying. May my sacrifice
Be found acceptable in Heaven's sight. (11. 717-25)
45

.

Lathem, Interviews, p. 295.
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Only by dying would he discover how God had valued his work
and through it how he had judged him.
1963.

He died January 29,

CHAPTER III
THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDS OF POETRY AS THERAPY
Poetry therapy is at the same time one of the newest
and oldest of therapies.

It has been in use since preliter-

ate times as a means of treating pathogenic emotional states. 1
Primitive peoples with their tribal priests and medicine men
have always used spells, invocations and incantations in the
form of poetry to console and sustain them.

Man has always

struggled to cope with his inevitable inner turmoil, and one
way has been the ballad, the song, and the poem. 2
Certainly the Greeks recognized the healing value of
poetry.

In their ancient wisdom, they sensed the relation-

ship between poetry and the art of healing and worshipped
Apollo as a god of both medicine and poetry.
Aristotle spoke of poetry therapy in his Poetics when he
character·i zed poetic drama as a potent force not only for the
1

Ab r a ham .B1 i nd e rm a n ,

11

Sh am a n s , Wi t c h Do c to r s , Med i c i n e

Men and Poetry, in Poetry the Healer, ed. Jack J. Leedy
(Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1973), p. 127.
2 Molly Harrower, "The Therapy of Poetry," in Bibliotherapy Sourcebook, ed. Rhea Joyce Rubin (Phoenix: Oryx
Press, 1978), p. 171.
3 Jack J. Leedy, ed.,· Poetr Thera : The Use of Poetr
in the Treatment of Emotional Disorders Philadelphia: J. B.
Lippincott, 1969), p. 11.
11
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'''purgation of suppressed and undesirable feelings but as a
valuable instrument for the development of insight. ~
termed th i s he a 1 i ng force

11

kat ha rs i. s . 11

114

He

The poets , then ,

were aware of the healing power of poetry long before the
science of psychology was developed.
Sigmund Freud, often called the discoverer of the unconscious, credits this discovery to the poets.

He linked

modern medical knowledge to what had been intuitively known
in the past by stating that poets were the first

111

to salvage

from the whirlpool of their emotions the deepest truths to
which we others have to force our way, c·easelessly groping
among torturing uncertainties.

1115

The poets led the way, and

the scientists followed.
Poetry therapy, then, as stated earlier, is one of the
oldest therapies.

But it is also one of the newest.

Although

there are records of poetry therapy in use at Pennsylvania
Hospital nearly 200 years ago, 6 it was not until 1969 when
Jack Leedy, a psychiatrist, published Poetry Therapy, that
this particular aspect of therapy received prominent attention.

It was the first systematic presentation ever pub-

1 ished specifically discussing poetry therapy.

xix.

4 Quoted by Jack J. Leedy, ed., Poetry the Healer, p.

5 Quoted by Smiley Blanton, The Healing Power of Poetry
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1960), p. 11.
6 Harrower, p. 165.
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Therapy involving music, drama and painting had been in
use for many years.

Why had poetry been neglected?

When it

was at last brought to their attention, many physicians and
psychologists expressed wonder that it had not been widely
used much earlier.

Dr. Walberg, a professor of psychiatry

at New York Medical College, states:

"The surprising thing

about the publication of Poetry Therapy is that the vacuum it
so appropriately moves into now has remained empty so long. 117
Because the topic is a new one, some problems concerning
it have yet to be worked out.

One is a matter of definition.

At present, poetry therapy is a term used to describe two different activities.

It is used, on the one hand, to describe

the therapeutic benefits the creative act of writing poems
brings to the author, and on the other hand, to describe the
reading and analysis of poems by the therapist with the patient.

This lack of distinction between the two activities

has led to some confusion in the literature as to specific
meanings, although often the same principles will apply to
both areas of therapy.

Since this paper is concerned with

how Frost used the creation of poetry to maintain his sanity,
I shall use therapy to refer only to the therapeutic benefit

of poetry to the poet.

7 Lewis R. Walberg, Pref., Poetry Therapy: The Use of
Poetr in the Treatment of Emotional Disorders, Jack J. Leedy,
ed. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1969 , p. 9 .
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Another problem with such a new area is that, while numerous theories (often conflicting) have been proposed, few of
them provide experimental data to support the theory.

Of

course, the very subjective nature of the material will make
this type of data difficult to obtain, but it is
before any conclusions can be reached.

nece~sary

Presently most of the

documentation as to the validity of poetry therapy comes from
the enthusiastic personal testimonies of individual therapists
giving examples of case histories where it worked.

A back-

ground problem to this is that our present state of knowlege
has not provided us with an integrated and unified theory of
creativity on which to base a theory of poetry therapy.
Perhaps this is a topic that will never be fully understood.
artistic

Both Freud and Jung were pessimistic about explaining
cre~tivity

in psychological terms, Freud's dictum

being that "'psychoanalysis must lay down its arms before the
problem of the poet. 1118
Although creativity may be a difficult and elusive subject, it is one on which scholars from many disciplines are
working.

Much has been written about it, whereas relatively

little has been written directly on the topic of poetry
writing as therapy for the author.

Before that highly spe-

cialized area can be discussed, we should examine a special
8

Quoted by Robert N. Wilson, Man Made Plain: The Poet
in Contemporary Society (Cleveland: Howard Allen, 1958), p. 82.
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area of creativity--namely, the relation between creativity
and neurosis.

This will provide a basis of understanding

for poetry therapy.
That creative persons often have aberrational thinking
has long been observed.

They frequently suffer from depres-

sion, hypochondria, and fear of insanity.

They tend to have
paranoid reactions and sometimes are schizophrenic. 9 This

was recognized as far back as classical times.
wrote in Problemata Physica:

Aristotle

"'Those who have become eminent

in philosophy, politics, poetry, and the arts have all the
tendencies toward melancholia. 11110
Wordsworth observed in The Prelude:
The poet, gentle creature that he is
Hath, like the lover, his unruly times;
His fits when he is neither sick nor well,
Though no distress be near him but his own
Unmanageable thoughts.
Suffering seems to be the fate of the artist since his
threshold is lower due to his greater sensitivity. 11 The
9 Henry Lowenfeld, "Psychic Trauma and Productive Experience in the Artist," in Art and Psychoanalysis, ed. William Phillips (New York: Criterion Books, 1957), p. 296.
lO Quoted by Robert A. Prentky, Creativity and the Psycho atholo
A Neuroco nitive Pers ective (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1980 , p.
Dame:

11 George J. Seidel, The Crisis of Creativity (Notre

Univ. of Notre Dame Press, 1966), p. 160.
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poet, Jeni Couzyn discusses the predicament of the poet troubled by hypersensitivity metaphorically in terms of walls.
She says that '''People who can wrtte poems, or who want to
wr i t e poems , are pe op 1e who do _n • t have wa 11 s . '
Lady of Pain,

11

Her po em ,

11

A

describes this:

11

she was a lady without walls.
In her body
there were many cells, each
vulnerable to the currents of the city
and the seasons and the planets.
She further explains that poets are exceptional because they
do not have "'the protection and blindness that the walls offer.

But you need blindness to survive in our society.

If

you don't have it, then you write poems and you suffer and
everything. 11112

Suffering, and the increased sensitivity

which causes it, then becomes both the poet's strength and
his weakness.
The deepened sensibility, a prerequisite for creativity,
seems to be a condition that often tends toward emotional imbalance.
health?

What, then, is poetry's relationship to mental
The questions to be answered are:

in neurosis?

Does art originate

Is it indeed necessary for creativity?

the artist create in spite of his neurosis?

Or does

Does the crea-

12 Quoted by Robin Skelton, The Poet's Calling (London:
Heinemann, 1975), p. 177.
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tive experience, in fact, have a therapeutic effect on his
neurosis?
During the 1860's the medical profession often viewed
the reading and writing of poetry as the certain cause of
me n ta 1 i 11 ne s s .

At t h i s s am e t i me me mbe r s of t he 0 x.f o rd

Movement advocated poetry as an antidote to emotional illness.13

A polarity on the subject has existed since class-

ical times.

Plato seems to make madness a prerequisite to

the successful writing of poetry:

"'He who having no touch

of the Muses' madness in his soul, comes to the door and
thinks he will get into the temple--he, I say will not be
admitted. 11114 Because of the poet's irrationality, Plato
excluded him from his Republic, where reason reigned.
Aristotle, in his catharsis theory, classed the poet as
physician to the psyche. 15 Although he emphasized the rational aspects of poetry and suggested that it originated in
the poet's instinct for imitation and harmony, he realized
that the origin of poetry also contained an element of something given.

"'Hence,' he says, 'poetry implies either a
special gift of nature or a strain of madness. 11116
1 3 Leedy, Poetry the Healer, p. xix.

14 Quoted by John Press, The Fire and the Fountain: An
Essay on Poetry (London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1955}, p. 5.
15

Leedy, Poetry the Healer, p. xix.

16 Quoted by Wilson, p. 76.
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Elizabethans believed poetry originates in a state of
ecstasy akin to madness.

Shakespeare linked the lunatic, the

lover and the poet together, and Drayton wrote the following
couplet on Marlowe:

'''For that fine madness still he did re-

tain I Which rightly should possess a poet's brain.

111

Schil-

ler also talks of "'the momentary and passing madness that is
found in all creators. 11117
It should be noted, however, that before the Romantic
movement, the poet was often referred to as "mad," meaning
only that the poet's mind worked differently from that of the
philosopher.

It did not necessarily imply that the poet was

insane or emotionally unbalanced.

Aristotle believed the

homo melancholicus could be divinely distinguished or mad,
depending upon humoral balance.

Depression and anxiety re-

sulted if the black bile was not properly counterbalanced by
blood, phlegm, and yellow bile.

Having a melancholic temper-

ament did not necessarily mean one was acutely depressed or
anxious.

Similarily, in the Renaissance, genio was described

in terms of melancholia and pazzia (madness).

Pazzia as ap-

plied to a sane melancholic genius usually implied such attributes as eccentricity, sensitivity, moodiness, and solitariness. None of these qualities was pejorative. 18
17

Quoted by Press, p. 5.

18 Prentky, pp. 2-3.
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It was during the Romantic Movement that the term "madness" began to be applied literally.

Charles Lamb tried to

refute the idea that the use of the imagination was a form
of insanity in his essay, "On the Sanity of True Genius."
He wrote:
"The ground of the mistake is that men, finding in
the raptures of the higher poetry a condition of
exaltation to which they have no parallel in their
own experience, besides the spurious resemblance of
it in dreams and fevers, impute a state of dreaminess to the poet. But the true poet dreams being
awake. He is not ~~ssessed by his subject but has
dominion over it."
In 1864 Lombroso, a psychiatrist, published the first
systematic study of the relationship between genius and insanity.

He published his findings in book form in 1891, con-

cluding that "genius was often a 'degenerative psychosis of
the epileptic group.

111

In his·· 1910 edition of this work he

wrote that anyone who has had the rare fortune to live with
men of genius is soon struck by "'the facility with which
they misinterpret the acts of others, believe themselves
persecuted, and find everywhere profound and infinite reasons
for grief and melancholy. 11120
Nisbet published an exhaustive coverage of the "insanity
of genius" in 1912.

He connected genius to "'forty separate

19 Quoted by Press, p. 93.
20 Quoted by Prentky, p. 3.
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maladies, from apoplexy to vanity, and including such varied
afflictions as gout and rheumatism, imbecility,

n~

1

er-do

well-ism, opium eating, prodigality, scrofula (tuberculous
disorder), sexual passion, and skull shape. 11121
Freud and the psychoanalytic techniques he developed
had a tremendous impact on literature.

Trilling goes so far

as to say that "he ultimately did more for our understanding
of art than any other writer since Aristotle.

11

Yet Trilling,

and other writers as well, do not agree with Freud's concept
that the artist was essentially neurotic and that the writer
escapes from reality by means · of "substitute grat·ifications. 1122
Freud often made an analogy between poetic creations and
daydreaming.

Both of these he considered to be expressions

of childhood wishes.

By releasing them in fantasy, the indi-

vidual receives some gratification.

The dreamer is usually

too ashamed of his dreams to present them to others, but the
poet presents his poems to the world.

The main difference,

then, between the poet and the daydreamer is that the poet
has found a form for his fantasy that is socially attractive
and aesthetically pleasing to the public.

Freud wrote:

The artist is originally a man who turns from reality because he cannot come to terms with the demand
11

21 Quoted by Prentky, p. 3.
2 2 L i o n e 1 T r i 1 1 i n g , 11 A-r t a n d Ne u r o s i s , 11 i n Art a n d Ps Y -

choanalysis, ed. William Phillips (New York:
1957), p. 161.

Criterion Books,
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for the renunciation of the instinctual satisfaction as it is first made, and who then in phantasylife [sic] allows full play to his erotic and ambitious wishes. But he finds a way of return from
this work of phantasy back to reality: with his _
special gifts he moulds his phantasies into a new
kind of reality, and men concede the~ a jus~~fica
tion as valuable reflections of real life.
11

Freud does not deny the usefulness of art.

He wrote:

"It has a therapeutic effect in releasing mental
tension: it serves the cultural purpose of acting
as a 'substitute gratification' to reconcile men to
the sacrifices they have made for culture's sake;
it promotes the social sharing of highly valued
emotional experiences; and it recalls men to their
cultural ideals. 24
11

For this thesis, the important point regarding Freud s
1

view of the connection between art and psychopathology is
that a return to reality is possible through the artistic
process.

Trilling explains how this is possible:
In the Introductory Lectures, Freud states that the
artist's constitution appears to be endowed not only with the capacity for sublimation, but also with
flexibility in the repressions that determine the
co nf 1 i c t • A t r ue a r t i s t , h e a d d s , u nde r s fa nd s how
to work over his day-dreams in such a way as to make
them lose what is too personal about them."25
11

23 Quoted by Hendrick M. Ruitenbeek, ed., Psychoanalysis
and Literature (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1964), p. x.
24

11

Quoted by Lionel Trilling, "Freud and Literature, in
Psychoanalysis and Literature, p. 261.
25 Quoted by Harry Slochower, "Psychoanalysis and Creativity," in Essays in Creativity, ed. Stanley Rosner and
Lawrence Edwin Abt (Croton-On-Hudson, New York: North River
Press, 1974), pp. 164-65.
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Psychoanalysts since Freud's time have modified, added
to, and sometimes rejected portions of his theories.

Jung's

views concerning the source of the primordial vision are in
contrast with the artist using fantasy to repress painful
memories and make them unrecognizable.
in pathology.

Thus art is a problem

Jung states that the source of the vision is

from "the life of mankind" (the collective unconscious), not
personal factors.

The created work is an expression of the

culture in which the artist lives--it is a representation of
"archetypes. 1126
Ernst Kris further advanced and changed the psychoanalytic approach to art and creativity begun by Freud.

Freud had

described two stages in the development of the child up to
the age of two.

The oral stage characterized the child as be-

ing completely selfish, demanding that his needs be met.

The

anal stage described what happens when society begins to impose its values on the child, and he is required to conform
to those values.

The child is potty trained, for example,

and an element of control is introduced into his life.
Freud's theory of art and creativity puts an emphasis on
control as the operating function of art.

This leads to a

modification of the idea that art represents a purging of repressed emotions.

Slochower explains the process:

26 Wilson, pp. 83-84.
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Rather, through artistic expression ("purging")
the ego is able to reestablish control, which otherwise might be undermined by inhibited instinctual
promptings. Release through such expressions aids
in reestablishing control and in providing pleasure
by means of both discharge and control.27
Many other scholars have advanced theories regarding
art and neurosis.
cent studies.

I will mention only a few of the more re-

In the early sixties, K. R. Eissler published

Leonardo and Goethe which contains the thesis that "psychopathology is one of the necessary conditions for creativity."
He argues that the basis of great art is "a tendency toward
psychosis that is controlled or diverted.

Through such con-

trol and shifting, the tendency towards psychosis is transformed into the artistic product.
deflection of a psychosis. 1128

Great art is seen as a

Edmund Bergler, a practicing analyst, focuses on the
life of the writer, especially the pathological processes
which he feels the writer transfers onto his work.

He feels

writing is the result of oral and anal-sadistic syndromes in
the writer's personality. "'Normal people just don't feel
impelled to write, 111 he states. 29
Bergler and Harry B. Lee (also a practicing analyst),
base their theories on practical experience working with
27 Slochower, pp. 168-69.
28

Slochower, p. 170.

29 Quoted by Slochower, pp. 175-76.
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neurotic patients who are also artists.

Lee theorizes that

the artist suffers from a "destructive rage,

11

and that his

artistic creation is an unconscious way of controlling this
rage and regaining mental balance.

He believes that the art-

istic product is a bridge back to mental health from the depression into which the artist's destructive rage has plunged
him.

In this sense, art is not an end in itself so much as a

process of restitution.

The artist creates in order to ful-

fill his unconscious need to relieve his suffering.
Bergler feels that the artist is ill in a way unique to
creative people.

In his view, the writer feels deprived of

his mother's care and fears she will reject him.

To defend

himself against this fear, the writer takes on within himself
the role of both the mother and the son.

In creating a work

of art he is "feeding" himself and proving his self-suffiency. 30
Edmund Wilson has given to the idea of the characteristic
sickness of the author a catchy phrase for our time-- the
11

wound and the bow."

This refers to the Greek warrior _, Phi 1-

octes, who had a stinking, disgusting wound that forced him
to live in isolation.

His countrymen, however, were forced

to seek him because of the magic bow he possessed.

Likewise,

the artist nurses a wound which society finds disagreeable.
His magic bow is his art, and because of it he is tremendously
valuable to society at times.
30 Wilson, pp. 87-88.

His inability to get along in
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society is the price he pays for his artistic talent. 31
Many scholars disagree with the concept that art is base d i n ne u r o s i s .

Li one 1 Tri 11 i ng ' s es s ay ,

11

Art and Neu r o s i s,11

is a well-known refutation of this theory.

He feels it is

wrong to say the source of the artist's power and genius is
in neurosis.

It is the part of the artist that is healthy

that enables him to plan and to produce his artistic piece,
according to Trilling. 32
William Phillips, in Art and Psychoanalysis, is clear in
his stand on the issue saying that an approach to art that
views creativity as a form of neurosis is certain to produce a
lopsided and absurd theory.

He believes that if the creative

act is a triumph of health over illness, if instead of giving
up, an artist created a work of art, all that has been proved
is that his neurosis did not totally control him.

Yet he is

willing to concede that if a poll were taken to determine
whether or not creative people suffer more neurosis than average people, it would show that "neurosis, though not sufficient for the production of art, may be necessary for it. 1133
John Press, in The Fire and the Fountain, points out that
no form of madness seems able to make a man who is not a poet
into a poet.
31

It may free certain potentials

in his mind,

Trilling, "Art and Neurosis," p. 163.

32 pp. 169, 179-80.
33 William Phillips, ed., Art and Psychoanalysis (New
York: Criterion Books, 1957), pp. xv1-xv111.
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according to Press, but he does not think it can create new
abilities. 34 He feels the artist is in some ways the direct
antithesis of the neurotic.

The aim of the artist is to

make something perfect and durable while neurosis implies
mediocrity and failure. 11 The artist, who has the power to
make his neurosis valuable and objective, by this act transforms his neurosis so completely that we can scarcely recognize it.

A poem is never the direct product of neurosis,

though it may be the record of a poet's conquest of neurosis.1135
Coleridge, Rank, Schneider, Trilling and many others
concur.

They see the artist, as Edmund Wi 1 son says, " tri1

umphant over the forces of disintegration precisely because
he produces and in producing creates an aesthetic whole which
is the obverse of the neurotic's self-defeatism. 11136

John

Donne expresses his belief that the creation of poetry can
help the artist deal with his grief and pain in the poem
"The Triple Foole":
Then as th' earth's inward narrow crooked lanes
Do purge sea water's fretful salt away
I thought, if I could draw my paines
Through Rime's vexation, I should them allay.
34

Press, p. 11.

35 Press, p.
90.
36 Quoted by
Robert N. Wi·1 son , p. 104.
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Grief brought to numbers cannot be so fierce,
For, he tames it, that fetters it in verse.
Arthur C. Jacobson, a contributor to Hendrik M. Ruitenbeek's book, The Literary Imagination:

Pijchoanalysis and

the Genius of the Writer, is outspoken in his refusal to accept the idea that neurosis is the source of the
er.

genius~

After reading Dr. Eva Charlotte Reid's article,

11

pow-

Mani-

festations of Manic-Depressive Insanity in Literary Genius,"
in which she claimed the literary geniuses

111

were victims of

manic-depressive insanity and that their infirmity was the
motive force that drove them on to more or less glorious expression,'" he fired off an article which took issue with
this theory.

He wondered why, if her theory were correct,

was there not a volume of great literature coming forth from
the asylums of the land!
The answer, he feels, is simply that the great genius
must be eminently sane.

First of all, he believes a distinc-

tion should be made between the insane temperament (neurosis}
and actual insanity.

But even an insane temperament, he main-

tains, is "a handicap to the genius and not his 'motor force.

111

In italics for emphasis he writes, "Genius makes for insanity,
but neither insanity nor the insane temperament makes for genius.

11

He continues:
The genius is usually, if not always, of tnsane
temperament, but . his best creative work reflects
the man at his best, that is to say sanest . . . .
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Insanity is the nemesis of the delicately balanced
genius, never his good angel. He does his work not
because of, but in spite of! t~7 Damoclean sword .
• . Genius is not a disease.
What is the final answer regarding the connection between
art and neurosis?

Obviously, a great deal more study and ex-

perimentation is necessary before a definitive statement can
be made.

At present, Frostts two-line poem seems to describe

the situation:

"We dance around in a ring and suppose, I But

the Secret sits in the middle and knows" {p. 362).
It seems to me, however, that it is the normal element
of the artist's psyche that stimulates creative activity, not
the neurotic element.

It must be remembered that everyone is

neurotic, to a certain extent, but because the artist's sensibilities are deepened, he tends to be more neurotic than
the average person.

It is the deepened sensibilities of the

artist, his increased sensitivity to impression and acuteness
of feeling that leads him to express himself in art, not the
neurosis.

The creative process helps the artist understand

and/or control his neurosis rather than the creativity being
produced by his neurosis.
The question is, then, "What are the specific ways in
which· the poet benefits from the creative process?

11

These

37 "Literary Genius and Manic-Depressive Insanity:

With
Special Reference to the Alleged Case of Dean Swiftu (Chicago:
Quadrangle Books, 1965), pp. 442-43.
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vary from artist to artist, but there seems to be three general categories most often mentioned.

The first is concerned

with the poet's feelings and his expression of them (catharsis), the second category deals with the poetts relationship
to himself and to others (identity), and the third looks at
the poet's working with form which helps to create order,
balance and harmony in his life.
First of all, concerning the poet's feelings and his expression of them, it can be said that the writing of poetry
forces the poet to objectify his feelings.

It helps the poet

express otherwise unvoiceable feelings and innermost emotions.
Poetry reflects the inner turbulent mental state, and thus
the writing of it helps the inner experience become an outer
or conscious experience where the feelings once expressed become tangible and therefore workable.
led "free association."

This is what Freud cal-

It is also termed "catharsis," which

is defined in the English and English Dictionary of Psychiatric Terms as "the purification or purging of emotions by art."
This is the esthetic meaning.

In psychoanalytic terms, cath-

arsis means the "release of tension and anxiety by emotionally
reliving the incidents of the past, especially those that have
been repressed, and honestly facing the causes of difficulty."
If art is at least partly autobiographical, the creation of it
could be "reliving the incidents of the past" with the result
being reduced tension and anxiety in the creator.
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For some poets, just the act of expression has a healing influence.

Especially significant in a paper dealing

with Robert Frost, who frequently threatened suicide, is a
statement by A. Alvarez, a scholar who has studied
•

sures a writer in society must face:

~he

pres-

"A writer is often a

man who cures himself of suicide, or cures himself of terrible
pessimism by the act of expression. 1138

Language objectifies

thought, and if the artist is troubled, often the expression
of those thoughts will act as a release from inner burden,
and the artist will be calmed.
The poet Robert Graves felt the value of poetic expression in his explanation of the poetic process:
The pathology of poetic composition is no secret.
A poet finds himself caught in some baffling emotional problem which is of such urgency that it
sends him into a sort of trance. And in this trance
his mind works with astonishing boldness and precision on several imaginative levels at once. The
poem is either a practical answer to his problem or
else it is a clear statement of it; and a problem
clearly stated is halfway to solution. 39
11

11

Sometimes the writing acts as a safety valve much in the
same way that writing an angry letter to someone has a therapeutic effect. 40 John Keble, a highly-placed cleric and pro38

Under Pressure: The Writer in Societ : Eastern
Europe and the U.S.A. Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1965 ~ p. 161.
39 Quoted by Morris Robert Morrison, "A Defense of Poetry
Therapy," in Poetry the Healer, ed. Jack J. Leedy (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1973), p. 79.
40 James M. Murphy, Foreward, Poetry the Healer, p. xii.
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fessor of poetry at Oxford, wrote:

"'Here, no doubt, is one

final cause of poetry:

to innumerable persons it acts as a
safety-valve tending to preserve them from mental disease. 11141
Byron expressed it metaphorically:

'"Poetry is the lava

of the imagination whose eruption prevents the earthquake.
They say poets never or rarely go mad, . . . but jthey] are
generally so near it that I cannot help thinking rhyme is so
far useful in anticipating and preventing the disorder. 1142
Robert Wilson, a sociologist, interviewed many poets
about the creative process.

In response to the question,

"What does the writer feel he gains from his poem?" several
poets identified catharsis as one of the benefits:
"Poetry is a release for the psyche."
"It fills the need to 'get it out.' It afforded
a release of grief after my wife s death; even sad
poetry gives its own pleasurable feeling. 11 43
1

May Sarton, a poet, feels that Thomas Blackburn's poem,
"The School of Babylon," expresses these tensions and how the
poet handles them:
This is the School of Babylon
And at its hands we learn
41 Quoted by
42 Quoted by
(Ithaca: Cornell
43 Quoted by

M. Morrison, "A Defense," p. 85.
Frederick Clarke Prescott, The Poetic Mind
Univ., 1959), p. 271.
Wilson, p. 73.
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To walk into the furnaces
And whistle as we burn.
She sees the writing of poetry as the whistling and says:
We go to school to a complex, demanding art so that
we may learn a device for discharging tensions and
apprehensions which we might not otherwise have
strength to bear, and which as it is, become simply
~ransposab~e ~n~tgy
So grief itself is transposed
44
into a curious Joy.
This transposition of grief, tensions and apprehensions
into the joy of poetry has a healing influence on the poet.
The theorists and the artists both seem to agree on this and
believe that the expression of the poet's feelings acts as a
catharsis and is therapeutic for the poet.
The second category of ways in which the poet benefits
from his art deals with the poet's relationship to himself
and to others.

The poet is on a voyage of discovery.

He is

out to discover himself and his relationship to the universe,
exploring everything that will increase his awareness and
sense of identity.

In an age when many are running to the

"how-to-do-it books, 11 the poets, in contrast, are turning to
their art as their own way of finding out who they are.

The

intense introspection needed for finding one's identity is
44 May Sa rton, "The School
.
of Babylon," in The Moment o f

Poetry, ed. Don Cameron Allen (Baltimore:
Press, 1962), p. 45.

The John Hopkins
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not an easy-to-achieve experience, however.

The poet Stephen

Spender tried to describe it:
Above all, the writing of a poem brings one face
to face with his own personality with all its fa~
iliar and clumsy limitations. In every other phase
of existence one can exercise the orthodoxy of a
conventional routine: one can be polite to one's
friends, one can get through the day at the office,
one can pose, one can draw attention to one's position in society, one is--in a word--dealing with
men. In poetry, one is wrestling with a god.45
But once the creative experience has reached its peak,
the artist has, as · the poet John White describes it, "'a feeling of joy, of being transported, of going beyond words.

At

such times we know who we are--in fact, identity and reality
are one.'"

There comes a "'sense of peace with the world and
of harmony with compassionate acceptance of . the world. 11146

The poet Robert Skelton finds the experience similar.
he feels

11

He says

the soul growing in understanding and strength" as

a result of writing poetry.

Skelton experiences even mystical

rewards, feeling part of a spiritual universe vaster than that
perceptible to the reason. 1147
45 Stephen Spender, "The Making of a Poem," in Creativity
in the Arts, ed. Vincent Thomas (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 1964), p. 49.
46

Quoted by Elizabeth Drews, "On Being and Becoming Human," in Essays in Creativity, ed. Stanley Rosner and Lawrence
Edwin Abt (Croton-on-Hudson, New York: North River Press,
1974), p. 92.
47

Robin Skelton, The Practice of Poetry (London:
mann, 1971), p. 147.
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This is beneficial because poets often feel isolated, as
if they are set apart from society.

Since poetry is a total

way of life for them, they are often confused about their
i de n-t i t y wi th the res t of the wor l d .

kinship with their fellows.

They need a sen s e o f

Frost, especially during the

first half of his life felt lonely and out-of-place in society.
His years spent on the Derry farm were ones in which he associate·d with his family almost exclusively.

His writing,

even though to a non-existent audience, helped to conquer the
loneliness which is known to be a crucial factor in depres.
. . d e. 48
s1on
an d su1c1

Alan Stone, professor of law and psychiatry at Harvard,
concludes the matter well:
Poetry, then, is a vital link, a true humanism. It
is mankind's best effort to comprehend and celebrate
the human condition. Because mental health is, in
the end, a personal coming to terms with the human
condition, it is not surprising that poetr~ might
help establish and articulate those terms. 9
It would seem that the writing of poetry not only gives the
poet a better sense of himself, but also strengthens his kinship with others.

In the poetic process the poet may see

more of his own nature, his uniqueness, · and the community he
50
shares with others.
48

Murphy, p. xv.

49 Alan stone, Pref., Poetry the Healer, p. xviii.
SO Skelton, The Practice, P· 147.
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The third way the poet benefits from the creative process has to do with the medium.

Poetic form is the strategy

which allows the poet to communicate.
bol and faritasy would remain private. 51

Without form the symShakespeare describes

form in a Midsummer Night's Dream;
And, as imagination bodies forth the form of things
unknown
The poet's pen Turns them to shapes, and gives to
airy
Nothing A local habitation and a name.
The form or structure of the poem--the rhythm, rhyme,
the pattern in which the poet works as he brings order out of
chaos may also help him bring order out of chaos in his life.

This phenomenon has a parallel in the Nick Adam stories by
Hemingway.

Nick returns from war confused and disillusioned.

Life is chaos to him, and he feels frustrated by his inability
to control it.

He goes fishing in the woods to get away from

it all, and finds solace in following precisely all the rules

for fishing--this is a small area of his life he can control,
and the form of it comforts him.
May Sarton discusses the fruitful tension between the
forms of the past and the here and now of the new poem.

She

feels that poets who disregard the old forms of the past,
saying they are dead, are denying themselves a very valuable
51 Slochower, p. 159.
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tension.

She illustrates this by _giving a personal anecdote:
Like a pregnant woman who must suddenly have strawberries, I once found myself going back to Herbert
for the form of a poem which created an equilibrium
for me (in this case a permanent one) one of the
excruciating tensions set up by my mother's death
from cancer. The poem itself I could only write
four years later; I could write it partly because 52
I had found in George Herbert a viable structure.

Psychologists have expressed similar claims for the value of the creation of form.

Art Berger writes:

The naked and refined imagery, symbols, rhythm,
rhyme and flow in poetry may be therapeutic in life
or in psychotherapy, when the poetic statement clarifies for emotional and/or intellectual understanding and integration a universal experience in a manner comprehensible to the patient-person in one or
several levels of his being. As an aspect of the
total psychotherapeutic spectrum, poetry may help
to create order where chaos existed.53
The poet is surrounded by the chaos of life which he cannot control.

His greater sensitivity causes him to sense this

intensely and to suffer because of it.
poem he can control.

But the lines of a

Ideas can be expressed utilizing the

predictable rhyme scheme of a Shakespearean sonnet or the regular beat of blank verse.
are comforting to the poet.

The resulting discipline and order
The poem represents one small

52 Sarton, "The School, 11 p. 31.
53 Art Berger, "Self Discovery for Teacher and Youngster
Through Poetry, 11 i·n Poetry the Hea 1er, p. 76.
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area of his life he can control, and as one poet expressed it,
"There is elation at the completion of form. 1154
The Danish philosopher Soren Kierkegaard has personally
experienced this elation and writes:
The existing poet who suffers in his existence does
not really comprehend his suffering, he does not
penetrate more and more deeply into it, but in his
suffering he seeks a way from the suffering and
finds ease in poetic production, in the poetic anticipation5gf a more perfect, i.e. a happier, order
of things.
To many creative people, their work is essential to their psychic well being.

They lead fuller lives through their work,

and that work helps to keep their lives in balance and their
psyches healthy.

Emily Dickinson is an example of a poet who

used poetry therapy for herself and realized she was doing it.
The therapeutic benefits cited in the previous section are
ones she personally experienced, namely: catharsis through
expression, help in discovering self-identity and improving
relationships with others, and increased balance and harmony
through working with form.
Dickinson expressed her belief in the possibility of
catharsis through poetic expression in the following poem:
The Martyr Poets--did not tell-But wrought their Pang in syllable-55 Dru, A., ed., The Journals of Soren Kierkegaard
(London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1938), p. 191.
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That when their mortal name be numb-Their mortal fate--encourage Some-The Martyr Painters--never spoke-Bequeathing--rather--to their Work-That when their conscious fingers cegge-Some seek in Art--the Art of Peace-She also wrote:

"We--tell a Hurt--to cool it--," showing that

poetry served her as a safety valve.

When psychic pressures

built to a dangerous level, the cathartic expression of them
through poetry helped "to cool" them.
Many of Emily's poems illustrate her search for identity.
A short,

well~known

one is:

I'm Nobody! Who are you?
Are You--Nobody--Too?
Then there's a pair of us?
Don't tell! they'd advertise--you know!

(p. 133)

Cynthia Chaliff, who has made a study of Emily Dickinson's
use of poetry as therapy, shows that Emily used her poetry to
establish her identity and used it as power to move and control people--she manipulated peoples' emotions through her
words.

For her, according to Chaliff, her art was "not just

a means to an end:

it was an end in itself.

To be a poet is

to be important, to have a definite identity. 1157

Dickinson

expresses her feelings for the value of the poet:
56 Thomas H. Johnson, ed., The Complete Poems of Emily
Dickinson (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., n.d.), p. 265. All
poems will be quoted from this collection and the page number
given in the text.
·
·
57 "Emily Dickinson and Poetry Therapy: The Art of Peace, 11

in Poetry the Healer, p. 36.
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I reckon--when I count at all-First--Poets--Then the Sun-Then Summer--Then the Heaven of God-And then--the List is done-But, looking back--the First so seems
To Comprehend the Whole-The Others look a needless Show-So I write--Poets--All--

(p. 277)

Dickinson's sense of kinship with others was felt in her
role as artist and as seer-poet.

Her suffering was justified

because of the good she could do for her fellow man.

She

learned from her suffering and was then able to tell others:
I sing to use the Waiting
My Bonnet but to tie
And shut the Door unto my House
No more to do have I
Till His best step approaching
We journey to the Day
And tell each other how We sung
To Keep the Dark away.

(p. 408)

Dickinson did not express in poetry the value of form in
ordering the chaos of her life, but she did in a letter to
Thomas W. Higginson, an editor to whom she appealed for advice.

In her poetry she chose rhythms and rhymes that were

best suited to transmit her ideas.
bound by traditional verse forms.

But she did not feel
She varied them to suit

her purposes, shocking her contemporaries.

Answering a let-

ter from Higginson who had judged her form "spasmodic" and
11

uncontrolled, 11 she told him she could not "drop the Bells
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whose jingling cooled my Tramp. 1158

She was aware of her un-

usual form and used it for effects Higginson would never
fully appreciate.

She sensed the form was right and that i t

was therapeutic for her.
Dickinson is just one case study of a poet who expressed
in verse and in prose the value to her of the poetic process.
Others could be given in support of this idea.

Although the

theorists do not all agree on the relationship of neuroticism
and the artistic temperament, the evidence seems strong that
many poets do indeed find the poetic process therapeutic to
their emotional well-being.

While it may not be possible to

decide whether or not art originates in neurosis, is indeed
necessary for it, or whether art is created in spite of the
neurosis, the evidence from both theorists and poets seems
compelling that the creative experience does have a therapeutic effect on the artist.

This is seen in . the catharsis

poets experience as a result of objectifying their feelings
in poetry.

It is seen in the way poetry can act as a safety

valve for pent-up emotions and ideas that might have built
into a neurosis had they not had the creative outlet.

Writ-

ing poetry improves the poet's relationship to others.

He

tends to feel isolated, set apart from society.

As he writes

58 David Higgins, Portrait of Emily Dickinson:

and Her Prose (New Brunswick, New Jersey:
1967), pp. 135-36.

The Poet
Rutgers Univ. Press,
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he feels a part of his audience, and his sense of loneliness
is lessened.

His knowledge that the poetry he creates will

be of benefit for others is also comforting, giving reason
for the pain he suffers.
The creation of form is satisfying to the poet because
it represents a small area in his life he can order in contrast to the vast chaos over which he has no control.

The

steady and predictable rhythm and rhyme has a steadying influence on the poet's emotional well-being and is a symbol of
order, a "stay against confusion."

Frederick C. Prescott,

author of The Poetic Mind, offers a fitting conclusion to why
the creative process is therapeutic for the artist:
The poetic vision and the poetry afford a fictional
gratification which tends to allay the desire and
the emotional tension . . . . A poet when his vision
is over may still feel his desire, but . . . even
the fictional gratification puts the desire on the
way to its ultimate actual satisfaction; and at any
rate is robbed of its noxious effect . . . . Poetry
is therefore broadly a safeguard for the individual
and for the race against mental disturbance and disease. !:>9
The background is now laid for the fourth chapter where
I will look at Frost's poetry and prose to determine if he
benefited from the poetic process in these ways.
59

Prescott, p. 321.

CHAPTER IV
FROST S USE OF POETRY AS THERAPY
1

Robert Frost, like other twentieth-century writers,
faced the challenge of coming to terms with the modern wasteland--a world that seemed to lack true spiritual significance.
In this world, the isolated individual feels lost in the
midst of technological advancements.

He wonders who he is

and what he should do to find meaning in his life.

And, if

he is Robert Frost, he also stands lost in personal tragedies,
depressions and fears of insanity.

He could say, as did Job

in A Masque of Reason:
We don't know where we are, or who we are.
We _don 1 t know one another; don't know You;
Don't know what time it is. We don't know, do we?
(11. 285-87)

Frost vividly portrayed the uncertainty of modern man's significance in the universe in the poem, "The Lesson for Today:"
Space ails us moderns: we are sick with space.
Its contemplation makes us out as small
As a brief epidemic of microbes
That in a good glass may be seen to crawl
The patina of this the least of globes.
(p. 352)
The challenge which Frost and his contemporaries recognized and faced was, as he put it in "The Oven Bird," "What
to make of a diminished thing" (p. 120).
87

In his poetry, Frost
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is often concerned with the theme of saving his soul.
possible, he asks?

In "Storm Fear

Is it

he admits he sometimes

11

wonders:
And my ~eart owns a doubt
Whether 'tis in us to arise with day
And save ourselves unaided.
If it is possible, it is also difficult.

( p. 9)

In A Masque of Rea-

son Job says the world is a difficult place for man to save
his soul:
Except as a hard place to save his soul in,
A trial ground where he can try himself
And figure out whether he is any good,
It would be meaningless.
(11. 316-21)
Even though Job acknowledges we really do not know where we
are, who we are or what time it is {11. 285, 287), he concedes: "Oh, we know wel 1 enough to go ahead with" (1. 289).
Frost seems to be speaking through Job saying that although
it is difficult to save one's soul, it is possible.
In this paper I have been proposing that one of the
methods Frost himself used to save his soul was the creation
of poetry.

He often defined poetry as a process by which he

was able to come to terms with life.
way of taking life by the throat,"
life, 111

11

'"an arrest of disorder, 1112

He spoke of it as "a
a way of grappling with
"a way out of some-

1

Lathem, Interviews, p. 58.

2

Quoted by Ciardi, "Robert Frost, Master," p. ·20.
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thing, 113

"a momentary stay against confusi~n.

114

In his es-

say, "A Constant Symbol," Frost wrote:
Every poem written regular is a symbol small or
great of the way the will has to pitch into commitments deeper and deeper to a rounded conclusion and
then be judged for whether any original intention
it had has been strongly spent or weakly lost; be
it in art, politics, school, church, business, love,
or marriage--in a piece of work or in a 5career.
Strongly spent is synonymous with kept.
Farther on in the same essay he wrote that "Every poem is an
epitome of the great predicament:
ing alien entanglements. 116

a figure of the will brav-

In other words, Frost believed

that rather than surrendering to chaos in his life, it was
necessary for him to accept it and to master it, and the poem
was the expression of his mind as he sought to master reality.
The poem was an exertion of his will to create an ordered
moment, a clarification of his experience. 7
3

Lathem, Interviews, p. 173.

4 "The Figure a Poem Makes," Cox and Lathem, Selected
Prose, p. 18.
5 "The Constant Symbol , 11 Cox and Lathem, Selected Prose,
p. 24.

6 Cox and Lathem, Selected Prose, p. 25.
7 It should be noted that Frost also described poetry as
a process in which the poet merely surrenders himself in an
easy and natural way to the inevitable. The seeming paradox
between this view and the one discussed in this paper of Frost
exercising his will upon the world, is addressed by John F.
Sears in "William James, Henri Bergson, and the Poetics of
Robert Frost," in New England Quarterly 48 (Sept. 1975), 341-61.
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In an interview with C. Day Lewis in 1957, Frost confirmed his use of poetry writing to help order his life:
Day Lewis: Now there's another thing that interests
me very much. I've forgotten where you said it,
but somewhere or other: that you write a poem to .
clear up some confusion in your own mind . . . .
Frost: Yes, I suppose thatts a good deal backwardlooking theory, that I can see in nearly every poem
some answer to some doubt or soma question, you know,
that's come up in my mind . . . .
"The Oven Bird" is a poem that metaphorically explains
what Frost was trying to say to Lewis.

The bird realizes

that the beauty of spring is past, and he sings of old leaves
and fading flowers.

He tells of the fall to come and the

highway dust that covers beauty:
The bird would cease and be as other birds
But that he knows in singing not to sing.
That question that he frames in all but words
Is what to make of a diminished thing.
{pp. 119-10)
Frames is the important clue to the poem.

The rest of

the birds have quit singing; they have yielded to confusion.
But the oven bird tries to clarify the situation by framing
a question.

This does not mean he will escape the effects

of fall, but rather than go with the "drift of things," the
oven bird tries to order the moment. 9
8 Lathem, Interviews, p. 173.
9 Donald J. Greiner, "Confusion and Form: Robert Frost
as Nature Poet," Discourse, 11 (Summer 1968), 401-02.
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The poem best explaining Frost's view on the therapeutic
value of poetry is

11

Directive."

The poem describes an intro-

spective journey back to childhood, the guide being the poet
himself.

The reader begins in a state of confusion,

11

Back

out of all this now too much for us," and journeys past depressing evidence of human loss and defeat until the goal of
the quest is finally reached:
Your destination and your destiny's
A brook that was the water of the house,
Cold as a spring as yet so near its source,
Too lofty and original to rage.
(p. 378)
Here the guide places emphasis on what to make of the earlier
diminishment.

He explains to the reader that he had kept

hidden there:
A broken drinking goblet like the Grail
Under a spell so the wrong ones can't find it,
So can't get saved, as Saint Mark says they mustn't.
(I stole the goblet from the children's playhouse,)
And the guide gives the following directive:
Here are your waters and your watering place.
Drink and be whole again beyond confusion. (p. 379)
The reader is to drink from a goblet like the Grail
which seems to indicate that the goblet has redeeming qualities.

It is under a spell

/ So can't get saved. 11

11

so the wrong ones can't find it,

Frost is referring to the Bible ref-

erence in Mark 4:10-25 where Jesus answers his disciples'
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question as to why he

ta~ght

in parables:

Unto you it is given to know the mystery of the
kingdom of God: but unto them that are without,
all these things are done · in parables: That seeing they may see, and not perceive; and hearing
they may hear, and not understand; lest at any
time they should be converted and their sins be
forgiven them.
The unperceiving ones Jesus is referring to are the legalistic
Pharisees who, lacking faith to believe, cannot understand
the figurative world.
Because "Directive" is a complex poem with many possible
interpretations, Hyde Cox, a personal friend of Frost's, decided to set the record straight and obtain from Frost what
he meant by the poem.

Frost answered:

"The waters and the watering place are the source.
It is there that you would have to turn in time of
confusion to be made whole again: whole again as
perhaps you haven't been since leaving childhood
behind. Again, you have become involved in the
cobwebs and considerations of the world . . . .
People miss the key to the poem: the key lines, if
you want to know, are 'Cold as a spring as yet so
near its source,/ Too lofty and original to rage.'
. . . But the key word jn the whole poem is source-whatever source it is. 11 10
Frost is saying that the source is different for each person.
I think that the source for Frost was his ability to use the
creative process to imaginatively re-create his past and order
his present world in such a way that he could cope with life.
1 O Quoted by Theodore Morrison, "The Agitated Heart,"
The Atlantic Monthly, July 1967, p. 79.
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Frost was well aware of his tendencies toward mental
chaos, a point documented in Chapter Two of this paper.

He

was also aware, as shown by "Directive," that an ordering pro ...
cess, in his case the creation of poetry, could be a therapeutic exercise.

It was a way of temporarily managtng life,

a means by which he was able to carry on.
In the third chapter of this paper I suggested that the
therapeutic benefits of creative writing could be organized
into three main categories.

The first one is concerned with

the poet's feelings and his expression of them, the second
one deals with the poet's relationship to poetic form.
these benefits apply to Frost?

Do

His poetry, prose, conversa-

tions and lectures show that all three categories of the
creative process proved therapeutic for him and became his
"momentary stay against confusion."
The first therapeutic effect to be discussed in connection with Frost concerns his expression of feelings,

Ex-

pression in poetry forces the poet to objectify his feelings.
Expression can act as a catharsis, as explained in Chapter
Three, and have a healing influence.

Also, expression can

act as a safety valve in releasing repressed emotions.
Frost was a complex and private man who was not willing
to "agonize out loud" for all to hear.

He maintained that

the poet must not be "crudely personal , 11 and that poems which
exactly reflect the poet's life are in bad taste.

Therefore,

instances of his therapeutic expression of emotion are diffi-
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cult to pin-point.

Poets, he felt, needed to learn how to

reveal their deepest feelings without sacrificing their privacy.11

He did not believe that art was merely uncontrolled

self-expression of the artist's soul.

Writing to Sidney Cox

he explained:
Jhere is no greater fallacy going than that art is
expression--an undertaking to tell all to the last
scrapings of the brain pan . . . . I'm never so desperate for material that I have to trench on the
confidential for one thing, nor on the private for
another nor on the personal, nor in general on the
sacred. A little in the fist to manipulate is all
I ask. My object is true form--is was and always
will be--form true to any chance bit of true life.
Almost any bit will do. . . • I li~2 an encounter
to shape up, unify however roughly.
While many of Frost's poems do have an autobiographical base,
he uses Emily Dickinson's method of telling the truth "slant."
The trick is how "to avoid psychological nudity, yet achieve
catharsis. 1113
It has already been shown in this paper that Frost was
well aware of his tendency toward insanity, and that he worked
actively to avoid it.

Objectifying his troubled feelings in

poetry was perhaps helpful in this struggle.

One poem in

which he does this is "Desert Places" which describes the
11 "Donald J. Greiner, "Robert Frost's Theory and Practice of Poetry," Diss. Univ. of Virginia 1967, p. 188.
12

Selected Letters, p. 361.

13 Chaliff, p. 26.
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lonely scene of a field covered with snow, completely blank
of expression.
stars,

11

It also mentions the empty spaces between the

Where no human race is."

Frost ends the poem saying

that they cannot scare him with their empty spaces, "I have
it in me so much nearer home I To scare myself with my own
desert places" (p. 296).

By writing about the "desert places

in his mind he was able to get his feelings out into the open
where he could deal with them. Admitting that he was scared
about his mental state was therapeutic for him.
In "Tree at My Window" he personifies the tree as being
concerned with outer weather such as storms, winds and rain
while he is concerned with inner weather, or his emotional
stability.

This is one of the most powerful expressions of

his mental turmoil, the fact that he was "taken and swept I
And all but lost.
11

His feeling of affinity with the tree--

11

But let there never be curtain drawn / Between you and me

(pp. 251-52), is comforting to him.
solace he finds in

11

11

This is similar to· the

The Thatch" when he expresses the fact

that he is not the only one facing blackness.

The little

bird he has disturbed from the thatch must likewise face the
night alone.

In a talk at Bread Loaf in 1928, he said that

the analogy he had made between his plight and the bird's
had helped to settle his melancholy. 14
14 Reginald Cook, "Robert Frost's Asides on His Poetry,"
American Literature 19 (Jan. 1948), 358.

11
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Many of Frost's poems are concerned with the necessity
of accepting life's diminishments.

11

A Servant to Servants"

.shows what can happen when one refuses to accept and cope
with one's situation in life.
of a mental collapse.

The farm wife is on the verge

It is her way of escaping from an in-

tolerable situation of loneliness, a complete lack of human
communication: "Much they jthe workmen] care: I No more put
out in what they do or say/ Than if I wasn't in the room at
all.

11

"Home Burial" is another poem describing a woman who
fails to accept her lot--this time the death of her baby.
Her life has been shattered by this experience, and she is
unwilling to pick up the pieces.

She is even scornful of her

husband who is trying to do so.

Reading - the poem, one cannot

help connecting it with the experience of Robert and Elinor
following the death of their first-born, Elliott.

Frost said

that after the death Elinor frequently said, "The world's
evil," which echoes the line in the poem, "But the world's
evil."

Frost never read this poem in the hundreds of readings

he gave.

His explanation to Thompson was that it was "too

sad" for him to read aloud (I, 597-98), but the composing of
the poem undoubtedly helped him voice a problem he personally
had faced.

In other family tragedies, although Frost suffer-

ed a great deal, he seemed better able to go on with living
than Elinor.

His ending of the poem, "Out, Out-- 11 offers an

explanation: "And they, since they / were not the one dead,
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turned to their affairs" (p. 137).

Apparently the expres-

sion of his grief through poetry helped Frost to cope more
adequately with it even though he was not willing to publicly
share that grief with others.
Another poem which directly reflects Frost working out
personal problems in his life is

11

The Subverted Flower."

Ac-

cording to Thompson, the basis of the poem is in Robert and
Elinor's relationship, never a tranquil one.

While courting,

they used to go on excursions by rowboat up the Merrimack
River to quiet, secret hiding places where they would picnic
and read poetry.

According to Thompson, the "serious flaw

in these days of riverbank courtship was caused by Rob's importunate lovemaking" (I, 136).

Elinor was shy and embar-

rassed and did her best to thwart his advances.
The poem describes a virile young man meeting much the
same resistance in his passionate advances to a young woman.
He is humiliated and ashamed by her reactions of horror and
disgust and flees when her mother interrupts them.

Robert

and Elinor's sexual differences were never fully reconciled,
according to Thompson.

It is also important to note that

Elinor never allowed "The Subverted Flower" to be published
during her lifetime, although Frost said the poem had been
written early enough to have been included in A Boy's Will.
Frost himself hesitated to publish it, thinking it "too daring and too revealingly autobiographical

11

(I, 512).

Even-

tually, the poem was published in A Witness Tree, but it
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was one of the poems Frost never read in public.

When asked

about this, he replied:
I wouldn't read "The Subverted Flower: to anybody
outside. It isn't that I'm afraid of them [the
poems he refused to read in public], but I don't
want them out. I'm shy about certain things in my
books, they're more--I'd rather they'd be read. A
woman asked me, "What do you mean by that 'subverted f1gwer'? I said, "Frigidity in women." She
1 eft.
Apparently Frost wrote poems like "The Subverted Flower 11 for
therapeutic, not public reasons.
One final example of a poem being therapeutic to Frost
by allowing him to express and objectify his feelings is "The
Lockless Door."

One of the many fears that tormented Frost

throughout his life was the fear of the dark.

Thompson re-

counts one experience that led to a poem concerning this fear.
In the summer of 1895, Frost stayed at a New Hampshire resort.
He lived alone in an old shack, although he did not like being there alone, especially at night.

One night he was awak-

ened by a loud knock on the lockless door.

Terrified, he es-

caped by climbing out a window and spent the night wandering
around filled with panic.

Coming back the next morning, he

found a harmless neighbor sleeping off a drunken spree. Thompson writes, "So terrifying to Rob were the experiences of this
15

"Robert Frost," Writers at Work, 2nd Series {New York:
The Viking Press, 1963), p. 26.
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night that they intermittently haunted his dreams for years.
At last, perhaps motivated in part by the hope that he might
rid himself of the whole thing, he made a poem out of it and
called it 'The Lockless Door'" (I, 207).

Writing the poem

did not cure Frost's fear of the dark, but it perhaps helped
make bearable an otherwise extremely troubling memory.
The second way artistic creation is therapeutic to the
poet involves the poet's relationship to himself and to others.
For one thing, the poet's self-awareness is increased by
writing poetry; this in turn helps to develop his self-identi ty.

Frost realized the importance of knowing who he was.
"Education by Poetry" he wrote: "Look!
person.

First I want to be a

And I want you to be a person, and then we can be as

interpersonal - as you please.
do all sorts of things.
have personality. 1116
son.

In

We can pull each other's noses--

But, first of all, you have got to

He worked hard at becoming his own per-

He did not settle into his life work easily.

Knowing

he wanted to be a poet but confused as to how to integrate
his artistic life with the practical one of making a living
for his family, he wandered about trying various farming and
teaching ventures while continuing to write poetry.
16 Cox and Lathem, Selected Prose, p. 45.

His un-
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certaintities about his self-identity, which had been there
in abundance since childhood, were compounded by his less
than successful farming and the fact that his poetry writing
was done in virtual isolation and without public acclaim.
His first book of poems, A Boy's Will, is a description of
his efforts to find out who he was.
It seems that early in his life, as he learned to live
with loneliness and failure, he discovered that it could be
a condition for strength and for discovering himself as a
person.

Yet he always understood and valued the need of

maintaining touch with others.

Expressing this in poetry

helped to relieve his loneliness and to make him aware of his
kinship with others:
I had for my winter evening walk-No one at all with whom to talk,
But I had the cottages in a row
Up to their shining eyes in snow.
And I thought I had the folk within:
I had the sound of a violin;
I had a glimpse through curtain laces
Of youthful forms and youthful faces.
I
I
I
I

had such company outward bound.
went till there were no cottages found.
turned and repented, but coming back
saw no window but that was black.

Over the snow my creaking feet
Disturbed the slumbering village street
Like profanation, by your leave,
At ten o'clock of a winter eve.

(p. 102)

The poet realized his need of others and repented, coming
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back to humanity and the influence of others.

Man needs to

walk alone to look and to think, but he must not totally isolate himself.
also.

"Acquainted with the Night" expresses this

Frost outwalks the furthest city light, but he comes

back:

11

! have walked out in rain--and back in rain" {p. 255).

In "The Most of It,

11

the narrator thinks he keeps the

universe alone, and he longs desperately to have someone respond to his cries.

All he hears is the "mocking echo of his

own":
He would cry out on life, that what it wants
Is not its own love back in copy speech,
But counter love, original response.
(p. 338)
In conversation Frost once said, "'Two fears should follow us
through life.

There is the fear that we shan't prove worthy

in ourselves.

That is the fear of God.

And there is the

fear of Man: the fear that men won't understand us and we
shall be cut off from them'" (II, 420).
Frost realized that communication with others is essential to mental health.
vants

11

11

A Hill Wife" and

11

A Servant · to Ser-

are poems that illustrate the tragic results of lone-

liness and isolation.

We must at times reach out for help

from others and at other times reach out to help others:
The
All
Too
Are

moral is, it hardly need be shown,
those who try to go it sole alone,
proud to be beholden for relief,
absolutely sure to come to grief.

(p. 394)
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Frost was often tempted "to go it sole alone."

All his life

he was alienated in many ways from the people around him.

As

a boy he did not attend school regularly, thereby missing
association with his peers.

His marriage was never a close

relationship nor was his association with his children.

But

even though Frost was often alienated from those around him,
he realized communication with others was imperative for his
mental well-being.

Writing poetry was one way he reached out

to others, and it lessened his feelings of aloneness.
"The Tuft of Flowers" is perhaps Frost•s most eloquent
expression of his understanding of man•s interdependence.

As

this is a poem composed in his days of withdrawal from the
world at Derry Farm, i t was perhaps in the creation of it that
he came to understand this principle clearly.

In it he tells

of coming to work in the field alone and observing what the
previous mower had done.

He also had worked alone, yet as

Frost, with the help of a butterfly, reflected on the tuft of
flowers the mower had left standing, he sensed the mower had
loved those flowers even though he had no thought of the
pleasure they would bring to others.
The butterfly and I had lit upon,
Nevertheless, a message from the dawn,
That made me hear the wakening birds around,
And hear his long scythe whispering to the ground,
And feel a kindred spirit to my own;
So henceforth I worked no m6re alone;
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But glad with him, I worked as with his aid,
And weary, sought at noon with him the shade;
And dreaming, as it were, held brotherly speech
With one whose thought I had not hoped to reach.
"Men work together,~· I told him from the heart,
11
Whe t he r t hey wo r k to g e t he r o r a·pa r t . 11
( p.
23 )
As Frost wrote poetry which helped to relieve his lone1 iness and to understand his place in the universe, he also

sensed his poetry would someday help others face their problems of alienation.

Certainly, he insisted that "correspond-

ence, the poet's mind successfully joined with the reader's
must be part of the artist's goal.

No one but a 'brute fool'

feels satisfaction when this correspondence breaks. 1117

Frost

defined correspondence in this way: "'We have to feel that
there is a similarity of feeling and ideas in the mind of a
reader, and that our images will bring forth a response.
That's what correspondence really is--bringing forth a response.11118

This need for correspondence with his readers

would help to deepen his sense of kinship with them as well.
In Lionel Trilling's remarks at Frost's eighty-fifth
birthday dinner, he explained why Frost had been successful
in "corresponding" with his readers:
17 Greiner, "Robert Frost's Theory," p. 194. The idea
ex p re s s e d i s fr om Ro be r t Fro s t S' i n tr od u c t i o n to Ki ng J a s pe r •''
18 Quoted by Cook, "The Dimensions," p. 141.
1

11
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Like you, Sophocles lived to a great age, writing
well; and like you, Sophocles was the poet his
people loved most . . . . I think that they loved
him chiefly because he made plain to them the terrible things of human life: they felt, perhaps,
that only a poet who could make plain th, terrible
things could possibly give them comfort. 9
Frost, with his family record of tragedies and his precarious
mental state, was well-qualified to make plain "the terrible
things of human life," and in giving comfort to others he himself was blessed as well.

The creative process helped lessen

Frost's feelings of loneliness and alienation and helped establish his self-identity--all of which contributed to his mental
health.
The third category concerning ways the poetic process
was therapeutic to Frost is his relation to form.

Frost said,

111 My object is true form--is, was and always will be--form

true to any chance bit of true life. 11120
is also expressed in the · poem,

11

Pertinax 11

Let chaos storm!
Let cloud shapes swarm!
I wait for form.

His devotion to form
:

{p. 308}

Form was extremely important to Frost, and he had much to say
about it.

Many of his statements reveal his awareness of how

creating form in his poetry was helpful in his personal life.
19 Trilling, 11 A Speech, 11 p. 445.
20 Quoted by Cox, pp. 81-82.
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Probably his most eloquent one ts in an open letter written
to an Amherst student:
When in doubt there is always form for us to go on
with. Anyone who has achieved the least form to be
sure of it, is lost to the larger excrutiations. I
think it must stroke faith the right way. The artist, the poet, might be expected to be the most
aware of such assurance, but it is ·really everybody's sanity to feel it and live by it . . . The
background is hughness and confusion shading away
from where we stand into black and utter chaos; and
against the background any small man-made figure of
order and concentration. What pleasanter than that
this should be so? . . . To me any little form I
assert upon it is velvet, as the saying is, and to 21
be considered for how much more i t is than nothing.
Form-giving was therapeutic for Frost as he exercised it in
poetry, but he realized this benefit was not exclusive to
poets.

Other people could find help from form in many other

creative areas.

It is one way of making a place for oneself

in this diminished world.
Frost's personal need to assert form is perhaps one reason he insisted on form in poetry.
he maintained.
write

111

Expression is not enough,

He felt that "'to gape in agony,

111

and to

huge gobs of raw sincerity bellowing with pain'" are

obviously kinds of expression which, though completely sincere,
are too formless to be considered as anything other than mere
expression--inartistic screams.
21

They lack shape.

Selected Letters, p. 418.

22 Quoted by Lawrence Thompson, Fire and Ice: The Art and
Thought of Robert Frost (New York: Russell and Russell, 1942),
p. 21.
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Nor is enthusiasm enough.

In the essay, "Education by

Poetry," Frost described the kind of enthusiasm that is without form:
There is the enthusiasm like a blinding light, or
the enthusiasm ~f the deafening shout, the crude
enthusiasm that you get uneducated by poetry, outside of poetry. It is exemplified in what I might
call "sunset raving." You look westward toward the
sunset, or if you get up early enough, eastward toward the sunrise, and you rave. It is oh's and
ah's with you and no more.
But the enthusiasm I mean is taken through the
prism of the intellect and spread on the screen in
a color . . . . 23
In other words, it has a form.

Frost did not think a poem

could express the artist's feelings and ideas without the discipline of form:
Emotions must be dammed back and harnessed by discipline to the wit mill, not just turned loose . in
exclamations. No force will express far that isn't
shut in by discipline at all the pores to jet at
one ~~tlet only. Emotions had been known to ooze
off.
If a poet is going to write about sorrow he must create a

form that will bring forth that emotion.
scream about sorrow.

He cannot simply

And it is this form-giving that helped

Frost control the out-of-control emotions in his own life.
23

Cox and Lathem, Selected Prose, p. 36.

24 Robert Frost, "Poetry and · School," Atlantic Monthly,

June 1951, p. 31.
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11

The Aim Was Song 11 expresses frost's ideas of h_ow art

makes form out of raw materials:
Before man came to blow it right
The wind once blew itself untaught,
And did its loudest day and night
In any rough place where it caught.
Man came to tell it what was wrong:
It hadn't found the place to blow;
It blew too hard--the aim was song.
And listen--how it ought to go!
He took a little in his mouth,
And held it long enough for north
To be converted into south,
And then by measure blew it forth.
By measure. It was word and note,
The wind had meant to be-A little through the lips and throat.
The aim was song--the wind could see. (pp. 223-24)
Before man arrived on the scene the wind blew out of control.
It was unshaped and "blew itself untaught."

Explaining to the

wind that it blew without purpose, man took some wind in his
mouth and showed how it can be blown "by measure" or, in other
words by form.

Thus order is brought forth from chaos.

Frost did not look at chaos as being all bad, however.
He saw chaos as necessary material for the artist.
the "'vast chaos of all I have lived through'"
can make his clarifications of life.

It is from

that the poet

"'How far will you go

into disorder, into chaos?'" he asked an audience at Bread
Lo a f i n 19 54.

" ' A 1 i t t 1 e c ha o s go e s a 1 on g way wi t h me ,

1
"
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he continued. 25

But he sees it as a necessary ingredient for

poetic creation and, therefore, does not despise it:

11

! thank

the Lord for crudity which is rawness, which is raw material,
which is the part of life not yet worked up into form.

. . .

A real artist delights in roughness for what he can do to it. 1126
Frost told Reginald Cook,

111

Life is just a few removes

from chaos and it is on the way up to art~

11127

He also be-

lieved that nature is chaotic, and man must impose order on it
by

11

making a garden and building a wall. 1128

Poetry was the

garden that Frost made.
The poem, "Beech,

11

describes how the mind creates order

and meaning out of chaos by using the similar metaphor of making boundaries for a farm:
Where my imaginary line
Bends square in woods, an iron spine
And pile of real rocks have been founded.
And off this corner in the wild,
Where these are driven in and piled,
One tree, by being deeply wounded,
Has been impressed as Witness Tree
And made to commit to memory
My proof of being not unbounded.
Thus truth's established and borne out,
Though circumstanced with dark and doubt-Though by a world of doubt surrounded.
(p. 331)
25 Quoted by Reginald L. Cook, Robert Frost: A Living
Voice (Amherst: The Univ. of Massachusetts Press, 1974), pp. 50-60.
26
Selected Letters, p. 465.
27 Quoted in The Dimensions, p. 36.
28 Gorham B. Munson, Robert Frost: A Study in Sensibility
and Good Sense (New York: Haskell House, 1927), p. 83.
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In reality, the witness tree was an old scarred-trunk-and-iron
stake marker which was used to identify a corner on the Homer
Noble Farm.

Symbolically, it represented "the tree as marker

between the poet's finite, troubled inner world and the only
less chaotic world around him, 11 according to Thompson (III,
92).

The marker puts form on the wildness of the wood and

identifies it as the bounds of the farmer.

So poetry put

bounds on Frost's life and helped him create meaning and order
out of his wildness.
In

11

A Drumlin Woodchuck," Frost humorously describes how

the woodchuck puts form into his life.

He is constantly

threatened by danger and confusion and works hard at constructing a

11

secure and snug" home.

The process of creating his bur-

row is his stay against the world's confusion.

He has worked

carefully and thoroughly to produce form in his life, and he
is well pleased with the design.
If I can with confidence say
That still for another day.
Or even another year,
I will be there for you, my dear,
It will be because, though small
As measured against the All,
I have been so instinctively thorough
About my crevice and burrow.
(pp. 281-82)
The burrow will not be a permanent retreat for the woodchuck.
It secures him momentarily, but he must constantly be creating
new form in his life if he wishes to be around for another
day or even another year.

11 0

"Afterflakes" tells of the poet walking in the "thick of
a teeming s·nowfa 11."

He sees his shadow on the snow ·and turns

to look up into the sky to ask the meaning of life.

His sha-

dow is dark on t ·he snow, and he comments:
If I shed such a darkness,
If the reason was in me,
That shadow of mine should show in form
Against the shapeless shadow of storm,
How swarthy I must be.

(p. 303)

His shadow shows in form giving shape and order to the storm.
When he realizes this he looks up, and sees not a depressing
storm but blue sky.

Although the flakes continue to fall, he

sees them as "frost knots on an airy gauze, I With the sun
shining through."

Symbolically, the knots represent form

holding the airy gauze in place much as the lines did on the
silken tent.

While the poet may not have had all his questions

answered, the observation of form has been enough for him "to
go on with."
Form is what allows Frost to maintain a limited optimism
in his view of life as revealed in his poetry.

In

11

0ur Hold

on the Planet" he admits that "There is much in nature against
us," but he also states that nature is a little on man•s side:
The nature altogether since time began.
Including human nature, in peace and war,
And it must be a little more in favor of man,
Say a fraction of one per cent at the very least,
Or our number living wouldn't be steadily more,
Our hold on the planet wouldn't have so increased.
(p. 349)
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As has already been shown in this paper, Frost was intimately
acquainted with the darkness of this world, and he expressed
it . in poetry.

Diminishment--loss, pain, incompletness--these

must be accepted in

lif~

along with happiness.

By resisting

these negative forces man can find meaning in life and turn
them into positive forces.

Man . will succeed in life by accept-

ing his limitations and enduring within them.
clarifying his life throug~ form. 29

This he does by

"The Silken Tent" describes how form works in Frost's
poetry.

A metaphor of a woman being like a silken tent swaying

gently in a sunny summer breeze.

The tent seems to be totally

at ease and free from all restraint, but a capricious burst of
wind comes up and the cords go suddenly taut.

The bondage is

then very apparent, and it is obvious that the tent is securely fastened to the ground.

Likewise, a poem seems to be all

grace, freedom and beauty as it sways with ease." But the
form is there, adding to the beauty and meaning of the

poem~

For Frost, then, freedom in art did not mean freedom
from form, but the freedom to create form. 30

"The reordering

of experience can come only when an artist has the freedom of
his material, though controlled by his need to give it shape.
29

30

Greiner, "Confusion and Form," p. 396

Judith Sue McKay,"Diminishment, Imagination and Belief in the Poetry of Robert Frost, 11 Diss. Univ. of Mississippi 1978, p. 70.

11 2

Knowledge comes to the poet in the 'wild free ways of wit and
art,' he says, but only when subjected to the dual di·scipline
.· of a steadying theme and a steadying verse pattern. 1131
To give his ideas form, Frost used a wide variety of
steadying verse patterns, most of them traditional ones such
as blank verse, sonnets, heroic couplets, ballad verse, and
terza rime.
stanzic

Even though he chose conservative metrical and

pattern~,

his poetry does not sound like the typical

melifluous verse that was being produced when he first began
to write poetry.

His genius is that he took the traditional

forms and gave them an informal
rhythms of natural speech.

to~e

consistent with the

This unique approach he called

"'the sound of sense. 11132
He acknowledged enjoyment in the feeling of mastery over
words, of using them as his servants.

Rhyme was obviously im-

portant to him as he insisted on rhyming at a time when modern
poetry was running counter to this tradition. 33 He liked the
formality of rhymes such as those found in traditional sonnet
patterns, but as with meter and rhythm, he felt free to vary
it to suit his purposes.

His variations in rhyme are especial-

ly apparent in the dramatic narratives.

He called them "'a

31 Anderson, p. 17.
32 Quoted by Issacs, p. 94.
33 Philip L. Gerber, Robert Frost (New York:
Publishers, 1966), pp. 102, 105.

Twayne
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straight crookedness as much to be desired in a stick as in a
line; or a crooked straightness, an absolutely

zig-za~

that

·goes straight to the mark., .. 34
In all areas of form Frost restricted himself to the old
yet strove for old ways to be new.

The question is why, if he

wanted an informal tone, did he choose such rigid, formal
verse, for example?

Frost was always scornful of free verse,

likening it to playing tennis with the net down--not playing
according to the rules, in other words. 35 It would seem consistent with the rest of the evidence presented in this paper
that he did so at least in part to satisfy the need for order
in his life.
In explaining how the poet created order from chaos,
Frost developed his theories of metaphor and imagination.
believed

11

He

all inner form is metaphor" or the putting together

of two things," and the poet tries to "show a connection of
two things in the universe. 1136

He explained the value of this

ability: "'The only materialist

. .

.is the man who gets lost

in his material without a gathering metaphor to throw it into
shape and order.

He is the lost soul'" (I, 554).

As he grew

older Frost became more and more convinced that metaphor was
34

Quoted by Isaacs, p.

90

35 Hall, p. 58

36 Cook, The Dimensions, p. 60.
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the essence of poetry and even went so far as to say it was
central to a meaningful existence:
There are many other things I have found myself saying about poetry, but the chiefest of these is that
i t is metaphor, saying one thing and meaning an- ·
other, the pleasure of ulteriority. Poetry is simply made of metaphor . . . . Every poem is a new metaphor inside or it is nothing.37
Thompson describes a comparison Frost suggested for the process
of using metaphor tb tame the emotion in prose or poetry:
The metaphor {as a means to an end) is like a prism
in that it refracts the blinding white light of
emotion into its components, breaks it up into colors and shades of colors. Such a means of discrimination leads the poet quite inte11~gibly to define
poetry as a clarification of life.
Frost told Reginald Cook that man, "an image-making creature,
creates the metaphors by which he identifies his relationship
to things. 1139

In order to remain sane in a world filled with

chaos, man must create form, and the major way a poet creates
.
th roug h me t ap hor or assoc1a
. t.ion. 40
f orm 1s
A famous definition Frost gave poetry and one frequently mentioned in this paper is that "poetry is a momentary
37 Cox and Lathem, Selected Prose, p. 24.
38 Fire and Ice, p. 51.
39 Robert Frost: A Living Voice, p. 279.
40 McKay, p. 76.
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stay against confusion."

By this he meant that metaphor could

not create permanent meaning:
"Each poem clarifies something. But then you've got
to do it again. You can't get clarified to stay so:
let you not think that. In a way, it's like nothing more than blowing smoke rings. Making little
poems encourages a man to see that there · is a shape1 iness io the world. A poem is an arrest of disorder.1141
"West-Running Brook" is a poem where Frost presents this
belief that it is possible for man to create form as "a momentary stay against confusion."

The poem begins with a con-

versation between a New England farmer and his wife as they
contemplate a brook.

They see a wave in the brook:

The black stream, catching on a sunken rock,
Flung backward on itself in one white wave,
And the white water rode the black forever . . .
The wife playfully suggests that the stream waves to them,
but the husband is more philosophical.

He points out how the

wave represents a momentary stay, "Not gaining but not losing."
The brook is flowing ceaselessly to its destination, but this
one wave resists the flow and tries to run contrary to the current.

The brook is a symbol for life, and Frost recognizes

its power to resist decay.

All life moves toward "the univer-

sal cataract of death," but this momentary resistance represents a clarification of life.
41 Quoted by Ciardi, "Robert Frost, Master Conversation-

alist," p. 20.
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It flows between us
To separate us for a panic moment.
It flows between us, over us, and with us.
And it is time, strength, tone, light, life, and
love-And even substance lapsing unsubstantial;
The universal cataract of death
That spends to nothingness--and unrestricted,
Save by some strange resistance in itself,
Not just a swerving, but a throwing back,
As if regret were in it and were sacred.

. .

...... ....

. .

. . . . ... . .

It is this backward motion toward the source,
Against the stream, that most we see ourselves
in . . .
{pp. 259-60)
Here Frost states the reality is often chaotic, but man can
resist the constant pull to extinction.

Any conscious crea-

tion, be it poetry or something as simple as smoke rings,
will act as a restoring power.
the mind from confusion. 42

A sense of form will rescue

Another poem, "The Master Speed," reflects this same
idea.

Written for his daughter, Irma, and husband John Coe

as a wedding present, the poem describes the momentary state
of being in form:
And you were given this swiftness, not for haste
Nor chiefly that you may go where you will,
But in the rush of everything to waste,
That you may have the power of standing still-{p.300)
The poem is built around a paradox: the ultimate speed in
life is achieved by standing still and resisting "the rush of
42 Greiner, "Confusion," pp. 398-99.
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everything to waste."

(In "West-Running Brook" it is expres-

sed as "the universal cataract of death.")

All those who re-

sist cannot be swept away because the very act of resisting
creates form in their lives which is a clarification of life. 43
11

The Armful" shows how necessary it is to be constantly

in the process of making order through metaphor:
For every parcel I stoop down to seize
I lose some other off my arms and knees,
And the whole pile is slipping, bottles, buns-Extremes too hard to comprehend at once,
Yet nothing I should care to leave behind
With all I have to hold with, hand and mind
And heart, if need be, I will do my best
To keep their building balanced at my breast.
I crouch down to prevent them as they fall;
Then sit down in the middle of them all.
I had to drop the armful in the road
And try to stack them in a better load. (pp. 266-67)
The metaphor represents only a temporary stay against confusion.

As soon as it has outlived its usefulness, another one

must be found to take its place.

One of Frost's talents was

his ability to seize the moment of peace created and use it as
a defense against the chaos of the past and the confusion of
the present.
At times he tried to conceal how much his confusions
troubled him.
well mixed. 11144

Once he joked,

111

I'm not confused, I'm just

Another time he said, "'But I am very wild at

43 Greiner, "Robert Frost 1 s Theory.
44 Quoted by K. Morrison, p. 10.

11

p. 82.
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heart sometimes.
(III, 337).

Not at all confused.

Just wild--wild 111

Sometimes he would play the game of Confusion

with someone who complained he was confused:
"All right, let's play the game of Confusion.
Are you ready? First, I'll ask you. Are you really confused?"
"Yes, I am."
"Now you ask me.
"Are you confused, Mr. Frost?"
"No--1 win" {I, 482}!
11

But in spite of humorous banter such as this, Frost was
troubled all his life.
admit that

11

When in a confidential mood he would

The primary goal of his experience--poetic and

non-poetic--was the quest for psychological and spiritual"
{I, 14).

One way he accomplished this was the creation of

poetry in which he sought new ways to grapple with old problems.
Poetry creation was therapeutic to him in several ways:
It helped to objectify his feelings, the expression of which
acted as a catharsis.

It helped him establish feelings of

kinship with others and overcome Joneliness.

And probably

most of all, it was a process by which he created form in the
chaos of his life, creating enough momentary clarification to
go on with.

He expressed it in this definition of poetry:

The figure a poem makes. It begins in delight and
ends in wisdom. The figure is the same as for love.
No one can really hold that the ecstasy should be
static and stand -still in one place. It begins in
delight, it inclines to the impulse, it assumes
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direction with the first line laid down, it runs a
course of lucky events, and ends in a clarification
of life--not necessarily a great clarification,
such as sects and cults are founded on, but in a
momentary stay against confusion.45
Not only did Frost find salvation for himself in his poetry, .
others reading the poems have found comfort and meaning for
their lives as well.

As John F. Kennedy said at the dedi-

cation of the Robert Frost Library at Amherst College:
His sense of the human tragedy fortified him
against self-deception and easy consolation. I
have been,' he wrote, 'one acquainted with the
night,' And because he knew the midnight as well
as the high noon, because he understood the ordeal
as well as the triumph of the human spirit, he
gave his age strength with which to overcome despair" (III, 348).
11

1

That strength came, to a large degree, from his ability
to make sense out of life--at least enough order and meaning
so that life, with all its incompleteness, failures, tragedies--its diminishments--might become not only understandable
but controllable enough so that he could save his soul and
find himself acceptable in God's sight.

45 "The Figure a Poem Makes," Cox and Lathem, Selected
Prose, p. 18.
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